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FADE IN :
T A K I N G

R I S K S

Those two words are what Moonlighting is all about. The show took more risks than any show
has and will ever do. Not even the critically acclaimed cable shows of today take as many risks
as Moonlighting did. We at the staff of Moonlighting Strangers try to pick up where the show left
off. We strive to create the most unique fanzine anyone has ever produced.
When Joy Chodan, Co-publisher and Chairman of the Moonlighting Reunion Campaign, and I
were discussing the look and feel of the fanzine, we agreed it had to be something no one has ever
seen. We wanted to basically incorporate the spirit of the show into the fanzine. That’s why we
collaborate for each issue to make the most artistic fanzine covers, publish the most interesting
articles, fan fiction, and have the most intriguing interviews Moonlighting fans hope for and
deserve. In addition, just like the show, we keep everyone in the loop by adding an interactive section, in which fans can actually send a personal message to their favorite stars.
Joy and I have been taking risks for about seven months as we started the biggest risk of all,
spearheading a Moonlighting Reunion Campaign. In this issue, you will read how this all got
started, why there was a need for a reunion, and why many fans from all over the world want this
campaign to continue. And if that’s not enough, we also have an interview with a woman who
thrives on taking risks, Ms. Cybill Shepherd.
Usually, when the term “taking risks” is applied, none of us in the United States ever thought it
meant waking up and going to work. But for more than three thousand people, they were forced
to take that ultimate risk. We dedicate this issue to the heroes and victims of the September 11th
terrorist attacks, which sadly occurred one year ago.
With that in mind, the only surefire way to combat rigid and stale ideas and make the most out
of life is by simply taking risks.
Christie Taylor
Co-publisher
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HISTORY OF THE MOONLIGHTING REUNION CAMPAIGN
By Christie Taylor
We, by any means, did not originate
the idea of starting a Moonlighting
Reunion Campaign. There were a
group of devoted fans (Aubrey,
Michelle, and Isabel) who put
together a reunion campaign about
two years ago. They galvanized the
fans to lend their signatures to an
online petition. We have the letter
which explained why they felt a
Moonlighting Reunion was so
important.
Moonlighting Petition (Written in
2000)
Moonlighting fans were disappointed that the show ended prematurely,
and many of them would love to see
a reunion that could give Maddie
and David the proper ending they
deserve. The true fans, who sat
through all the countless repeats,
the four and a half month absence
of Cybill Shepherd, the annoyance
that when Cybill did come back her
character had spontaneously married a twerp on a train, the loss of
Maddie's baby, and the last attempt
to pull the series back together by
trying another love triangle with
Maddie's cousin Annie. We are still
loyal to the show and still talk
about it endlessly to this day. And
now eleven years after it went off
the air, it is touching a whole new
generation of people. The episodes
are being released on VHS and
DVD, it is being run on Bravo three
times a day, and Cybill has
expressed interest in reprising her
role as Maddie Hayes. Bruce and
Glenn recently did a commentary
for the January 2000 release of the
Pilot on DVD, and everyone looks
back on the show with fond memories. Now is the perfect time for a
reunion to take place. The fans feel
that the way Lunar Eclipse ended
left the show open for a possible

reunion. Just think about what a
lunar eclipse actually is . . . and the
Ray Charles song We'll Be Together
Again were indications that Maddie
and David's saga was not over. So,
if you are like me and really, really
want a proper ending, please click
on the link below and sign my
Moonlighting Petition. If you don't
mind, please sign under the topic
that I have already originated. I
want to try and keep them all under
one heading.
Thanks for your support,
Aubrey and Michelle

first November sweeps win since
1997have generated interest for
more nostalgic fare.
"Everybody has called everybody,"
Moonves said. "There was a feeding frenzy---Agents were calling
up. Old producers were calling up.
Old stars were calling up."
Other networks have taken notice as
well. NBC announced this week it
will air a tribute to "The Cosby
Show" in May and has moved ahead
with a movie that reunites the cast
of "L.A. Law."

Despite their hard work determination, their efforts felt short of it’s
goal. The subject wasn’t mentioned
until Joy Chodan, the Chairman of
the current Moonlighting Reunion
Campaign read this Daily News
article about the success of the Carol
Burnett reunion special.

Moonves and CBS Entertainment
president Nancy Tellem would not
say what shows they might mine
for specials or movies, but did
acknowledge a meeting with Burnett, who, like everyone else in the
industry was stunned by the performance of her show.

FORMER HITS HOT AGAIN

"I don't think it will be a regular
series but we talked about more
specials and more projects with
her," Moonves said.

"Burnett" is a spur
by Stephen Battaglio
(Special to The News)

As to why the audience has an
appetite to revisit old favorites, network executives have been describPasadena, CA.
ing such shows as "comfort food" in
a period of anxiety following the
After CBS's recent success with a events of September 11.
Carol Burnett out takes special, a
movie about the backstage stories of Yet the programs also performed
"Gilligan's Island" and an "I Love well among viewers too young to
Lucy" anniversary tribute, viewers have watched them in their original
should get ready for more visits run. When scheduling the Burnett
with television's past.
special, Moonves said CBS executives did
CBS president Leslie Moonves told
reporters yesterday at the Television Critics Association press tour
here that the programs – whose big
ratings helped the network to its
(Continued on pg. 5)
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not believe anyone under 40
would know her work. But the
eternal life that successful series
have in daytime and late-night
reruns and on cable have made
older shows recognizable across
generations.
One series that CBS would like to
revisit with a new movie or special is M*A*S*H, but there is a
hitch. The rights to the classic
sitcom are owned by 20th Century Fox Television, which has
the same parent company as the
Fox Network. Fox may not be so
quick to hand CBS what would
likely be a primetime ratings juggernaut.

Learning from experience of the
prior attempt for a reunion and
noticing the current appetite for
reunions, we started the current
campaign. (In the next section,
you will see our first messages
for a reunion and many other fan
messages supporting the campaign.) After a month of posting
messages on message boards and
alerting the local media about our
efforts, Joy snagged the first interview about the campaign in The
Bronx Times. Here’s the article.

Bronx Times February 28, 2002
Bronxite leads the charge for a
Moonlighting reunion
by Jon Minners
In the spring of 1985, television
viewers bore witness to a new
style of television, known as the
dramedy. Bruce Willis, pre-Die
Hard and Sixth Sense and Cybill
Shepherd were brought together as
Dave and Maddie, respectively,
for the hit ABC show Moonlight-

Cont’d

ing. However, fans of the show
were upset with the series cancellation and have hoped for a
reunion ever since the show ended
its run in 1989. Witnessing the
successful return of Carol Burnett, fans are again clamoring for
a Moonlighting reunion, and one
Bronxite is helping to lead the
charge.
"I grew up with the show," said
Joy Chodan, a 24 year old from
Van Cortlandt Park. "I started
watching the show when I was
seven. I had a rough childhood.
My parents were getting a divorce
and school was not good. One of
the only things I had to look forward to every week was watching
Moonlighting. It lifted my spirits
at a time when I needed it."
Chodan was upset with the ending
of the show, wishing the two characters got together and ended the
show on a happy note and giving
the fans what they wanted.
Chodan held out thinking the
show would come back with a
reunion special, and watched as
the other shows including the
Carol Burnett Show, The Cosby
Show and L.A. Law became
slated for reunions of their own.
Now, the young woman has
decided to take action on her own.
"I started watching the show again
when reruns began airing on
Bravo," she said. "Suddenly, 20
websites devoted to Moonlighting
appeared, where there had been
none before. I started talking to a
bunch of people, some who were
too young to have been around
for the original show must have
started watching it when reruns
were broadcast on cable. I have
talked with people in London and
Germany. There are websites for
the show in Spanish and German
and the 80's nostalgia sites are

stating to get into a new Moonlighting craze. Many people out
there want to get back to the
peaceful time of the '80s where the
best music was played and the
best television shows aired."
"The whole idea was to get in
touch with all the fans all over
the world and get people more
involved in getting a reunion,"
she said. "I am trying to get all the
fans together to email the appropriate authorities to make it
happen. If we create enough
momentum for it and spread this
around to enough people, we can
get it done."
However, Chodan did meet some
opposition. "A lot of fans were
actually against a reunion," she
said. "They didn't want to see
change. They didn't want to see
the characters get older. Eventually, even those fans came around
and are also pushing for a
reunion."
Only a month and two weeks into
her project, she has seen it gather
steam and take on a life of its
own. Chodan is now confident
about a future reunion for the two
stars with her website,Moonlighting
In
The
21st Century,at http://home.earthlink.net/~ceetay/21st_home.html
(Since this article was printed,
the web address has been changed
to: www.moonlighting21.com)
citing references to Bruce Willis,
himself, from various interviews
where he discussed the show like
he never had before. If the show
does come back, Chodan stated
that she will be proud of her
efforts in getting things together.
"If I didn't do this, it is possible
that no one else would have," she
said. "I never ran anything
(Continued on pg. 6)
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like this before. I learned a lot about
human nature, how to run campaigns
and how to overcome problems. The
work I put into this allowed me to
meet new friends I never knew
before all over the world, striving
for one common purpose that we
feel will come true; Moonlighting
will return in the 21st century."
Chodan is looking for more fans
from the Bronx to unite in this project. "Everyone needs to get
involved," she said. As their mission statement states, "Our mission
is to get enough fans to unite and
flood the entertainment industry with
emails, letters. petitions and whatever
else we can think of. We will be a
force to be reckoned with!"
A few weeks later, another article
about the campaign was published.

Cont’d

and there have been other reunions come back on television.
like L. A. Law and The Cosby Show.
Why not Moonlighting?"
Moonlighting came in at first place,
much to the astonishment of its fans.
Chodan says that the show was one
of the few things she looked forward Chodan's web site, "Moonlighting
to when she was growing up.
in
the
21st
Century,"
which is located at http://home.earth"It lifted my spirits at a time when I link.net/~ceetay/21st_home.html, has
needed it," said Chodan.
references to interviews Bruce Willis
talking about the show.
She started speaking with fans from
around the world and began a worldwide rally to once again unite David
and Maddie, played by Bruce Willis Then soon after, we created a press
and Cybill Shepherd respectively. release, which formally announced
our campaign to the press and the fans.
When the series was canceled in
1989, Chodan notes many viewers
were disappointed.
FANS DEMAND A MOON"Many people out there want to get LIGHTING REUNION
back to the peaceful time of the 80's
where the best music was played March 31, 2002
and the best television shows aired,"
said Chodan.
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Local woman leads effort for TV
reunion
"The whole idea was to get in touch
with all the fans all over the world
By JULIE A. VARUGHESE
and get people more involved in getting a reunion," Chodan continued.
A Van Cortlandt Village resident is
leading the way in the fight to bring She is attempting to collaborate the
a Moonlighting reunion back on tel- efforts of the fans and notify the
evision.
entertainment industry to bring
Moonlighting back.
Joy Chodan, a resident of the Amalgamated Houses near Jerome Park However, there are some fans,
Reservoir, has lead the international according to Chodan, that do not
campaign since she first started want a reunion because that would
watching reruns on Bravo, which mean an older cast, something that
appears at 2 p.m. everyday.
many fans do not want to see.

This Moonlighting Reunion Campaign consists of a group of loyal,
dedicated fans who’s mission is to
help restore the shows reputation
and to bring the most passionate
couple in television history back
together. For thirteen frustrating
years, we had to settle with an ending
which stood far below the brilliance
the show gave it’s viewers for five
years. What Die Hard did for the
action movie, Moonlighting did for
the TV dramedy. Without Moonlighting, there wouldn’t be an Ally
McBeal, Ed, Gilmore Girls, or Six
Feet Under. Since the huge success
According to Chodan, "suddenly 20 Eventually, even these fans came of the Carol Burnett’s reunion special,
web sites devoted to Moonlighting around," Chodan said.
the networks are now clamoring
appeared, where there had been none
before."
It has been a mere 2 months into the
project, but she has already seen it
The 24-year-old student "grew up take off.
with the show," as she had a rough
childhood.
According to Chodan, a breakthrough has taken place as a poll on
The show ended badly," Chodan Yahoo.com recently asked Yahoo
said. "Fans are very disappointed surfers which show they want to see
(Continued on pg. 7)
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to make more reunion shows. We
believe this is the perfect time for
Moonlighting to return and finally
put away the myth of how the show
was diminished simply because
Maddie and David slept together.
Tensions and tempers have cooled
throughout the years and it’s about
time to let Bruce Willis, Cybill
Shepherd and Glenn Gordon Caron
to hopefully finish what they have
started.
Apparently, we are not alone in our
sentiments. On Wednesday, March
6th, Yahoo! conducted a one day
poll which asked people, “Which
canceled show do you miss the
most?” Moonlighting won the poll.
Even some recent articles from TV
critics share our dissatisfaction on
how romance is being portrayed
on television today. Long Island
Newsday’s Noel Holston said it
best, “...if you look over the broader
TV landscape, romance has become
a lot more complicated, even pessimistic, in the past decade.”

Cont’d

Our campaign continues to grow.
It’s reaching people all over the
world. Fans from Ireland, Italy,
Mexico, Canada , the United Kingdom and most recently Russia has
joined our cause. A Russian fan
told us, "I' m not quite sure if you
are aware of the popularity of the
show in Russia, but I want you to
know that thousands and thousands
of Russians would vote for this
brilliant couple to come back. In
my country Moonlighting aired
much later than elsewhere - in
1995-1996. At that time the whole
country was intrigued (by) David
and Maddie." A reunion TV movie
would be great. However, our main
goal is for Moonlighting to create
its reunion for the silver screen.
There has never been a show which
captured the hearts, minds and
laughter more than Moonlighting.
We are striving to not let this love
story fade away into a lunar eclipse.

Contact:
Joy Chodan, Chairman
Christie Taylor, Vice Chairman

As I stated in my welcome letter in
the last issue, the thought of the
fanzine came into existence when
I noticed there were enough people
that I could count on to pull it off..
It’s not a loss helping spread the
word about our campaign.
Despite the suffering and a few setbacks, along the way, the Moonlighting Reunion Campaign is still
going strong and will continue until
we see a TV movie or a feature
film for a show which truly needs
a clear resolution.
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FANS EXPRESS THEIR SUPPORT FOR
A MOONLIGHTING REUNION
These messages are a sample of
what many fans all over the world
have said in support of having a
Moonlighting reunion.

Here’s Joy's first post on a popular Moonlighting message board.
This is the message that started all
the excitement.

Do you think that there is a better
chance that just maybe we might
get a reunion after all because I
definitely think there is. I will
keep my eyes and ears peeled for
more info like this. I have not
given up hope on a reunion how
about you?

of The Moonlighting Reunion
Campaign, Queens NY age 31
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Joy Chodan, Chairman of Moonlighting Reunion Campaign
,Bronx NY, age 25

After a few days of continued
debate, the Moonlighting Reunion
Campaign was born on Jan 16,
2002. We have rounded up messages many fans emailed to us
who also want a Moonlighting
reunion.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

After several negative responses,
I decided to lend my support.

I watched the original show in
the '80s. About a year ago, I
started watching them again on
Bravo. I really got a kick out of
them. Bruce Willis is a terrific
actor, and his portrait of David
Addison is so multifaceted. What
a talent. Whenever I'm a little
blue, I turn on an episode from a
tape, and start laughing my head
off, or whatever the emotion calls
for. I bonded with a very important
person in my life, my terrific,
daughter through re-watching
Moonlighting. I would just love to
see a reunion of Maddie and Dave
and the whole outrageous cast. It
would be interesting to see what
they would come up with after all
these long years. I'll be glad to
sign a petition to support your
goal to get a reunion.

(Jan 11th 11:17 AM)
There was a very interesting article I read just now that was in
Thursday's Daily News. It said
that because of the success of the
the Carol Burnett special, there
is a new demand and interest from
the networks for reunion specials
from past hit drama and comedy
TV shows from the 80's, particularly because of the success of
Charlie’s' Angels, as well. Hollywood has noticed that there is
new demand and interest for nostalgia of old hit TV shows.
Remember what happened when
the game show was the big thing?
There were tons of them and then
the success of Survivor caused
the same result so lets keep our
fingers crossed because now that
the iron is hot, the reunions might
come out within the next few
year's like hot cakes. NBC is
going to have a Cosby Show
reunion and LA Law Reunion and
ABC is looking into Rosanne and
who knows who else. Because of
this new information, I want to
know if anyone would be interested in writing to ABC or something because now I definitely
am. I also think that upon the success of these specials that are
scheduled to come out but have
not been filmed yet (it said that in
the article) will determine if more
will be made. So what you do
think about this Bluemooners?

(Jan 12th 5:03 PM)
Let me put in my two cents. I
don't see what the big deal is for
not having the reunion. If The
Facts Of Life can have one, why
can't ML? Not every reunion
movie turned out to be a disaster. (Remember GET SMART?)
If everyone in Hollywood had the
same kind of thinking, there
wouldn't be any sequels. Nobody
is talking about creating a new
series. It's just one movie of the
week special. If Glenn Gordon
Caron writes it, how could it fail?
And yes, nothing will ever be the
same. Who said it had to be? It's
impossible. If the reunion was to
be exactly the way it was 12 - 13
years ago, then why do it? The
purpose of a good reunion movie
is to see what the characters we
grew to love are doing now, which
means certain things about them
will change while keeping the
essence of their characters the
same. There will never be any
guarantees in life. We all need to
take risks once in a while. So, if
all the principal people want to
do it, to me, it's worth the risk.

Honey Chodan ,Age 60 Bronx NY
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Hey everyone,
Just thought I'd send a message to
say hi and to say that I'm a newbie
to this group and also to Moonlighting but I already love it!! I've
been into it for about 6 months
now and totally support the
reunion campaign. I saw

Christie Taylor, Vice Chairman
(Continued on pg. 10)
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Cybill in London a few weeks
ago and this has made me even
more certain that Moonlighting
should be brought back, she was
fabulous by the way!! Anyway,
look forward to being part
of this group!!

Cont’d

in directing it. I'm sure they can
get some of those talented writers
from the first two seasons.

Klark
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

I'm hoping a reunion will happen

I remember watching MOONLIGHTING when it was on
ABC, back when it originally
aired(I'm 44 years old so I
Lynsey x x x
remember it well), and I just
finished taping all the
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
episodes off of BRAVO.
MOONLIGHTING was posI also got an e-mail talksibly the greatest thing to hit
ing about a possible
television in years. I rememMoonlighting reunion and
ber being so hooked on it that
to contact you about it.
I could hardly wait for TuesOne more thing, I just
day night to watch Dave and
opened my own MoonMaddie at it again. And I feel
lighting site and have a
the same way today about the
link to your site. Thanks!
show, maybe even more
obsessed with it then before.
Fans explain why they want to see these two go at it
Missy from PA
As for May 14th 1989, it was
again either in primetime or on the silver screen.
a day I will never forget and
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
it was as if something had
because Maddie and David were been taken from me. I felt
Hey! I'd love to join the coalition the best couple in tv history. Even empty,quite sad, and even a little
to make the Moonlighting reunion though their relationship has been hurt. I thought how could they do
a reality! If you need any help, described as one big "battle of this to me--take away my Dave
please let me know!
the sexes", each side fought over and Maddie. Thank God for
issues that were real. The only BRAVO, they helped me get back
Sincerely,
thing Maddie shouldn't have something I had lost years ago.
fought so hard against for so long As far as the Reunion- I hope it
Lesley Anne Johnson
was her attraction to David. Man, comes true. I think instead of what
is she a strong woman!
there doing now they should go
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
back to A WOMB WITH A VIEW
Diana Maiocco, Queens,NY
and make so baby Hayes is born.
I just wanted to tell you that I
They find out it's David's and let
have been a "lurker" on the vari~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
the three of them become a family
ous Moonlighting sites and I see
together and end the show with
that you guys are serious about Cybill said that when she read them living in a rural community
getting a reunion together. I saw lines with Bruce for the first time, or a cottage on the east coast. In
that you posted the petition on it was ELECTRIC. You do not the last scene you see Dave,
the "e" online board. You should see casting such as this very often. Maddie and baby Hayes in the
also post one on the People Mag- Viola, Dipesto etc. were also front yard playing ball or someazine board under "Television". I great. I dream everyday that these thing,and as the camera pans
was a huge fan of the show when great people would work together back, there's a shot of the mailbox
it was on in the 80's and I have again. Maybe some pride can be and it says "THE ADDISONS"
since "rediscovered" it again on pushed aside and some things for- and let it end there.
Bravo when they started running given and they should all rememit two years ago. I think both ber the great times that they had. I just want to say thanks for all
Cybill and Bruce would do it if the This show was wonderful-- your hard work on this campaign
script was good and the money Atomic Shakespeare and Dream to bring our favorite couple back
was right. I think Glenn Gordon Sequence will be remembered as to us. Its
Caron must also be involved, if just about the greatest things ever
not by writing the script, at least on TV.
(Continued on pg. 11)
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great that so many people are
interested in this campaign.

Cont’d

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

RICK
Hi.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Please send me more info on
your campaign. I can't think of
anything I'd like more than a
Moonlighting reunion, except
perhaps excessive wealth.
Cheers, Brad from the UK

Really great to see you are trying
to get a reunion together of
Moonlighting, by far the greatest
show on tv for years. It is just
being rerunning in England and
is still as obsessive as it was in
the 80s. I hope you manage to
do it and eagerly look forward to
the updates.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Good Luck
Let me thank you for what you
are doing. I'm not quite sure if
you are aware of the popularity
of the show in Russia but I want
you to know that thousands and
thousands of Russians would
vote for this brilliant couple to
come back. In my country Moonlighting aired much later than
elsewhere - in 1995-1996. At
that time, the whole country was
intrigued if David and Maddie
would consummate. Trust me,
up to now all Internet forums in
Russia are filled with the
requests to demonstrate the show
once again.
Thank you very much again. I
hope, though this hope is tiny,
that Al Jarreau would sing a song
some time in the new episodes.

Allison from Yorkshire, England
age 35
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
I have to say that Moonlighting
was my favorite show since I
was 11 years old until now. It
was the best show ever and I
really would love to know more
about the course to bring Maddie
and David together!!!
Regards, Veronica In Lima-Peru
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Hello,

Andrey Barabanshchikov

I would like to add my name to
the Moonlighting reunion petition. Any type of reunion would
be exciting to watch. Even just
the two of them shaking hands on
stage would be a sight to see.

Tula, Russia

Yet another devoted fan,

Yours,

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Suzanne Robbert
Pensacola, Florida

Campaigning for a Moonlighting reunion is a BRILLIANT
idea!!! I am totally up for it.
Stephanie in the UK

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
The anniversary of Lunar Eclipse
is coming up on May 14. It's
been 13 years since Moonlight-

ing ended, and every time I
watch that last episode, I still
feel sad about the way it all
ended. It feels like an unfinished
patchwork job. Had it not been
the last episode of the series, I
would call it an above average,
mostly Bert and Agnes episode.
But it certainly was not the
ending that true Moonlighting
fans deserved.
I was the biggest Moonlighting
fan in the word - I know we all
say that - but I really was. I
loved David and Maddie and
lived for new episodes. But the
truth is, I lost interest long
before Lunar Eclipse. It was
years later when I finally saw it
for the first time in syndication.
It reminded me why I had lost
interest so many years earlier.
Even though I didn't like much of
the fifth season, I still had hope
for David and Maddie up until
the last few episodes. For some
of the fifth season, the flirting
and banter is reminiscent of the
earlier seasons. But as the season
progressed, the relationship
seemed to deteriorate. The saddest part for me was that their
relationship in those last few
shows was as bad as it had ever
been during the entire five years.
And that's how it ended. At least
Lunar Eclipse did tie up most of
the loose ends for the fans that
were left - Agnes and Bert got
married and David ended it with
Annie. The only thing that was
never really resolved was David
and Maddie's relationship, which
is all we wanted to see. Moonlighting was originally based on
the screwball romantic comedies
of the 1930s. But those movies
worked because they always had
happy endings. After five years,
the loyal fans still watching had
to make due with the very Moonlighting-like ending,
(Continued on pg. 12)
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clever and funny in some ways,
but very sad for those who
deserved to see David and Maddie
end up together. It's still sad today.
When I watch the show now, I
still feel the same dread as the
fifth season progresses. It was left
unfinished. It's been 13 years, and
I hope we don't have to wait much
longer to finally see how things
were resolved between them in a
reunion.
1. Of course, I would like to see
the whole cast back including
Bruce Willis, Cybill Shepherd,
Allyce Beasley, and Curtis Armstrong. For a great reunion, I think
it Glenn Gordon Caron would
have to write it.
2. It would be fantastic to see as
many of the "wobblies" from the
Blue Moon Staff back even if the
story incorporated them differently since Blue Moon no longer
exists. I'm sure that GGC could
come with something creative. I
would also love seeing Charles
Rocket back as Richie, and even
Brooke Adams as Terry and
Dennis Dugan as
Walter.
3. I would love to
see David and
Maddie meet up
after all these
years, each still
s i n g l e
(divorced
would
be
okay), and
still in love
the way they
were
so
many years
ago. I love
the idea that
each is the
other's true
soul mate, and
no one else
they may have
met in the

meantime could match that passion, attraction and chemistry.

see a reunion. What can we do?
Let me know!

4. I want the reunion to bring them
together
a n d
finish
the story
that was
l e f t
incomplete by
Lunar
Eclipse.
A
reunion
would
g i v e
them the
opportunity to
s a y
some of
t h e
things
left unsaid. It was particularly
interesting to me to hear them talk
about their relationship with 13
years of retrospect.
Pam Hardin from VA
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Hello.
I was a HUGE
Moonlighting fan. As
a matter of
fact,
the
show was
what made
me pursue
TV/Film
production
in college.
I went on to
work on 5
feature length
films (indies
and
studio
projects).
I
would
be
delighted to

Tiffany Dillard, Houston
Texas, Age 29
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Hi, I am a super fan of
Moonlighting and I like to
know if they're going to do
a reunion
p.s: I'm Brazilian.
I love MOONLIGHTING!!!!!!
Kisses, Aline
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
I fully support your campaign for
a Moonlighting reunion. I was a
fan of the show when it was broadcast here in the UK in the 80s,
and having watched the repeats
now showing on Paramount. I feel
that the fan base is increasing at an
incredible pace. The new generation of fans includes my five year
old daughter, Becky, who loves
the show so much I have to tape it
for her each day while she is in
school!!!!
Please, please, please bring Moonlighting back.
Gillian Walker
Bethesda
Gwynedd
North Wales, UK
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
I believe a wacky wedding would
be a perfect reunion.
Jane
(Continued on pg. 13)
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Hi Friends,
It's great that you are starting this campaign. Me, I love Moonlighting (in
Switzerland, Austria and Germany
A.K.A: Das Modell und der Schnueffler) since the first airing.
I was this week in Hollywood and was
surprised, that a lot of books, photos and
CD's are available from Moonlighting. I found also the book from Barbara
Siegel and Scott Siegel (written in
1987/88) "Cybill & Bruce Moonlighting Magic". It describes perfectly
Bruce concerns and fears regarding
the "out of control" fans, who started
to mix up Bruce and David. I think
on one hand it is now the right time for
Bruce to do it, on the other hand I
think he is personally not ready to do
it right now. After the last movie, he said
in an interview that he wanted to do
more comedy and funny stuff. But
does he want to do Moonlighting? Me
personally, I will be very happy if he
wanted to do it.
What I ever can do to support you to
make this real, I am ready to do it.
Cheers, Tek
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
It would be great to see a reunion of
Maddie & David . . . I miss the show
very much; it is my all time favorite-nothing that's on today can really
touch the writing and acting that Moonlighting had.
It would be so much fun to see! Bring
back Maddie & David! PLEASE!!!!!
Hattie Garry Age 29 Florida
Bigtime Fan
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
I think Moonlighting should have a
reunion. I think it's the only show so far
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where nobody has reunited. They didn't The series inspired me very much
even give it a decent ending. If they do during the eighties when I lived in
reunite, have Maddie and David finally Singapore.
getting married.
Luckily I have them all on tape and
Maddie & David
watch them in Holland regularly.
FOREVER!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Good luck !!
Cathryn Castro
Pamela Haitsma
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
I live in New Hampshire... I am 41...
Here is a story.. back in the second As for what I'd wish for in the Reunion,
season of Moonlighting I rushed home it's pretty much what everyone else
from work, ran in the living room were has said: all of the cast (including the
my wife was waiting for me. I get in the office staff) appearing, with GGC
house at 8:52PM and settle down to doing his magic, & David & Maddie
watch Maddie and Dave. At 9:00PM, in full flirtatious banter mode, leading
on comes Moonlighting and It's a up to a committed yet still fresh &
REPEAT!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
exciting relationship.
!!! I flip out and call ABC in NEW
YORK AND COMPLAIN (They
somehow transfer my call to Los
Angles at ABC there and I complain
some more . . . My wife said that the
little blood vessel that sticks out when
I get mad was at the point of BURSTING) I was so mad. . . .

Jane Massey
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

I am writing in regard to the moonlighting reunion. I would very much
love to see Maddie & David together
in a spin off. Romantic like they were
before. I hope I see it soon on tv land
Please have them come back for a or tv network. I'd be delighted.
reunion. . . It would make me happy.
Sincerely, Myrna Tinoco
Jake
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Nashua NH
I sincerely hope a Moonlighting
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Reunion becomes a reality.
The two of them together (David and Arista Hass in the UK
Made) just shined. They had everything -- style, class, wit, etc., etc., etc.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
I would love for them to reunite.
Hi guys,
Cynthia Bruner
I miss the antics, insults, banter,
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
DiPesto's rhymes, the whole thing!
Sixty minutes was NEVER enough.
Please try to bring Moonlighting - There's not enough room to list my
David & Maddie back. I hope Cybill favorites. Suffice it to say that a reunion
and Bruce want to!
would be a dream come true. Who is
Maddie without David? Viola
(Continued on pg. 14)
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without DiPesto? Alfalfa without
Darla? Any MOONLIGHTING
without Mr. Caron? How many
people know that Remington Steele
was his too? TV was yummy back in
the 80's because two of my favorite
shows on television were Mr. Caron's.
Oh well, we'll just hope for the whole
magilla of the gang to show up. We
continue to wait with bated breath, as
we did on all those Tuesday nights,
waiting for new episodes. Here's
hoping we see MOONLIGHTING
revisited, with the whole "office"
staff in tact, special "lighting" and
all. Okay, I told ya I love ya, now
get out!
Best of luck with the reunion efforts,
Louise Barbaro Danbury CT
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
I still get teary eyed whenever I hear
"Moonlighting". That song still
KILLS me! It brings back the best
memories of life in the eighties. I've
been on my own personal crusade
for rerunning "Moonlighting" for
quite sometime. I own almost every
episode on VCR tape (and play them
weekly). The casting for that show
remains unparalleled. The whole
ensemble of characters just
WORKED. I will pass this on
assuredly!
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reunion is great and that would
be enough for me. I am 25 years
old, born and raised in Southern
California.
Thanks,
Valerie
~~~~~~~~~
Do Bees Bee? Do Bears Bear? Will
the hot 80's show that launched
the career of Bruce Willis and
helped revive the career of Cybill
Shepherd make a comeback for a
new millennium? As more and
more shows from our past make
reunion comebacks, millions of
fans of the hit dramedy from ABC
are clamoring for a new Moonlighting movie reuniting Willis as
David Addison and Shepherd as
Maddie Hayes. The drive to bring
the show back is picking up steam
and even the stars of the show
have been discussing their Moonlighting lives.
YBfree.com
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
I am so glad that Moonlighting
won the poll. It is the only show
that I would want to come back.
The fans have spoke!! Moonlighting reunion now!!!!!!!!!!!!

Ruth

Sincerely,
Sandy
Robert Genovese
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Count us in! My hubby and I, We
Want Moonlighting Back! Men do
too!!
Kim
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
I don't really know exactly what I
would like to see. Just the
possibility that there would be a
14

Since Moonlighting went off the air,
I am looking forward to a reunion
movie! Cybill and Bruce created a
unique romantic comedy a lot of
new TV series tried to imitate
unsuccessfully. And neither Cybill
nor Bruce ever found a better
matching co-star than themselves.
So, hopefully, this year will bring
the much anticipated Moonlighting
reunion.

I am all for a Moonlighting
reunion. Please let me know what
I can do to bring Maddie and
David together again. My family
and I watched the show religiously when it was on in the 80’s.
Even though my mom didn’t
understand English very well, she
loved the show. She thought
Cybill was beautiful and she
loved her and Bruce’s rapport.
Sal Forte, Queens, N.Y.
(Continued on pg. 15)
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I couldn't agree with you more,
there should be a reunion.I think we
the loyal fans deserve a happy ever
after episode. I want the music to
swell and our star detectives to
give in to the love that we all know
they share. I am clearly a hopeless
romantic.
Jill
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Ready to reunion! Ready now!
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I'm a Moonlighting Super fan and
I would love to see them (original
cast
of
Moonlighting) reunite.
Moonlighting to me
was one of
the
most
ingenious
and funny
shows ever
created for
TV.

Anne
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Jan Davis
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
What a bloody brilliant idea - lets
get behind that idea. Man, that was
SUCH a brilliant show - VERY
popular in Britain too - easily one
of the biggest things around at the
time. I never missed it - think I
was about 15 at the time. They are
repeating all the shows on cable
over here and the moment and it's
still big. Good luck for that.
Kitty, U.K.

I was the
biggest fan
ever! As a
huge fan,
needless to
say I never
felt
like
there was closure.
I would love to see Maddie and
David meet up after all of these
years after they had been doing
something else and find each other
again. To capture the love that they
shared had really never been duplicated. I know that if Glenn
Gordon
Caron
were
involved that he would
make sure that the show had
a proper ending. I'll be waiting and hoping...
Michele
Chicago

Ruthey

from

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
One of the fans’ all time
favorite episodes,
Atomic Shakespeare.

I am very excited about a proposed
Moonlighting reunion. I have been
a big fan of the show since the
beginning. Let me know if there
is anything I can do.
Judi Pellin

good! But I love Bruce! Bring
Moonlighting back! I LOVE HIM
SO!!! PLEASE!!!!
BRING
MOONLIGHTING BACK!!!
PLEASE!!!

I dream of seeing Cybill &
Bruce together again - no
matter what their ages are!
Michelle Krueger
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
I love Bruce and I wish that Moonlighting come back! Sorry, I'm
German. I can't speak English

I will also try putting
your campaign badge
on my personal space
at the BBC but I don't
know if it will work
The
BBC
are
extremely touchy
about what we can
link to. I already have
mentioned your campaign on my website.
I did read that Bruce
doesn't want to do any more"save
the world" or "action" movies, and
that he thought "Moonlighting"
was his finest work. It was great
talking to you,
Regards,
Annie Oggle in the UK
I first knew about the Moonlighting campaign because of Joy, we
started talking after we had similar
thoughts on a subject on the message board, I thought I was the
only one who was still mad for ML
as it is not so big here in the UK as
it appears to be in the US. I have
been a fanatic since it first aired
here in '85 and have followed
everything that Bruce and Cybill
have done since. I wanted to be a
part of the campaign for two reasons, firstly because it was good to
get to know others who had the
same opinions and likes as I had,
and felt as strongly about the show,

(Continued on pg. 16)
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cluded yesterday. By my reckoning, could tie up so many loose ends. Of
Maddie will be married and divorced course, David and Maddie MUST
by the end of next week.
wind up together!
It would be nice to see a happy ending Loretta Maragni
to the show. . . .
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Keep up the good work and let me
know how I can help.
Hi I'm Fiammetta and I'm from Italy .
I really hope there will be a reunion, I
Regards,
especially hope that someone will send
me the tape since here in Italy the show
Lucy
is not well known and is not shown anymore on TV since 1994. Let me know
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
about it.
and secondly as I wanted to keep an eye
out for you guys over here, i.e.: monitoring any tv shows, newspaper articles etc. I also read about the success
of the other campaign and it seemed
really promising, not just a pipe dream.
I think all true ML fans want a reunion
due to how the series ended and all that
was left unresolved, and I think the
time is right now, I wish you every
success Christie in what you are doing
and hope this all comes together successfully, if I can help at all, feel free
to sound me out, you have my email
address, I can’t promise but I will certainly give it my best, take care.

Hi, I would like to help with the Thanks.
reunion campaign any way that I can.
Fia'
Katie from the UK
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Hello,
I would love to see David and Maddie
spar again! Good luck on your cam- My name is Fergal Mc Mahon and I am
paign!
from Monaghan Ireland. I am 22 years
old and I have been a fan of MoonAubrey
lighting since they showed all the
episodes from 1985-1989 on my Irish
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
station - Network 2. I missed some of
the episodes because it was on late at
Please count me in on any and all help night.
you might need with your MOONTina
LIGHTING reunion campaign. DO I have bought one video and a boxed
NOT HESITATE TO SEEK ME set containing nine episodes and it
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
OUT!!!!
(Continued on pg. 17)
I will also put some information for the Isabel C. Alonso
Reunion on my Moonlighting Website for Germany,
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Janett Menzel from Germany

Hi, I am a fellow Moonlighting fan
and will do anything in my power to get
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
a reunion made. Please keep me
informed on any news or any ways to
I would like to register my interest in help.
a Moonlighting reunion show, although
just seeing Bruce and Cybill talking on Thanks!
the same interview show would be a
step in the right direction.
Kelli Barbato
The show is airing in the UK on the
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Paramount Comedy Channel. We're
currently reliving the stress of 'Maddie What a wonderful thing it would be to
in Chicago.' Cool Hand Dave con- see a reunion show, in which they
16
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includes the final episode. Personally speaking, I would have
liked to see them married in that
episode. It would have been a
good ending to the show.
I like your writing on your website. I like writing also, but my
first attempt was a bit pathetic
but no harm in trying. Enough
about me, I think your website
is brilliant and I had taken a look
at an episode of Moonlighting in
the 21st century and the episode
promo, which was also brilliant.
I personally think you have
brought back the great series that
is Moonlighting and personally I
would like to see a reunion show.
Thank You
Fergal Mc Mahon
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Hi everybody!
What about Italy??...We want
them back too! If you want I can
do the campaign in Italy !
I like the idea of a dream from
which they suddenly wake up.
Here, in Italy, Moonlighting is
not so famous as it is in USA or
England, However, the people
who do watch it on tv (many
people), love it. I have bought
all the episodes of the fourth and
fifth season in VHS (translated in
Italian) and I'll probably spend
my summer evenings watching
it again.
It would be great to bring David
and Maddie back. I think the new
episodes could be more concerned about comics and humor
. . . just for fun . . . Don't you
think so ?
Bye Tiziana
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Italy
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Well, I haven't given much
thought to what I would like to
see happen. I've always thought
I'd leave that to the writers.
I guess I'd like to see a case bring
our two favorite "dicks" back
together. It's been 12 years since
Blue Moon has closed it's doors,
due to cancellation. Maddie, not
knowing what to do with her life,
flew home to Chicago, to visit
her family and think about what
she wanted to do with her life.
While there, her father grew ill
and passed on. Maddie's mother
was extremely grief-stricken and
brokenhearted over the loss of
her husband. So, Maddie felt it
her duty to sell the mansion in
Los Angeles and move back
home. So now, in present day
Chicago, Maddie's an avid volunteer, helping with the homeless and donating her time to
charity. She takes time out of her
not so busy schedule, to visit the
graves of her departed parents
every Sunday. She misses them
dearly.
In David's case, after Blue Moon
closed it's doors, he hung around
LA, getting the feel of the place.
He wanted to reestablish himself
as a detective. When working for
detective agencies around LA,
David realized that working for a
boss, other than Maddie, just
wasn't in the cards. If David was
lucky, he'd last 2 days at a job.
So, David finally got the hint,
and decided he would open his
own agency. However, David was
lacking in funds. So, he hopped
a plane to Philly, to try and
borrow some money from his
dad, only when he couldn't obtain
a loan from the bank. Something
to do with not having any col-

lateral. lol. David's dad was willing to lend David the money,
with the stipulation that David
stay in Philly and that David hire
Richie, in hopes of making something of Richie. David reluctantly
agreed, after thinking about his
life in LA and realizing there
wasn't a thing there to go back to,
and also thinking of how his
father said "hire" but didn't say a
thing about "firing" when it came
to Richie. Today, David and
Richie are well-known private
investigators in the Philadelphia
area. Richie is happily married to
Michelle, the owner of a local
boutique, and they have a little
girl who loves her Uncle Davie.
As for David, well, David is still
David in many ways. He's grown
up quite a bit, but he's still a child
at heart.
Now, the case. It's a case of
someone after Maddie. Her house
has been broken in to, her car
has been trashed and she has
been receiving threatening letters. Maddie is scared of this
individual. She doesn't know who
they are or what they want, but
the fact that they know just about
everything about her, is creeping her out. So, in a desperate
attempt to save her life from this
crazed individual, she gets on a
plane for Philly, in hopes of talking David into assisting her in
finding this madman before he
ends up taking her life......
These are just my thoughts of a
reunion. I would like to see a
reunion full of the banter and
wise cracks that first made us
fall in love with Maddie and
David, but also, some suspense.
What better way to have suspense, than to have someone in
danger?
Heather
(Continued on pg. 18)
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We even have some of the best
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
messages for a reunion on some
of the messages boards.
That's a movie I'd like to see.
Reunite Bruce Willis and Cybill
Shepherd. Big budget feature
This was the best show ever. I film. Combine humor, romance
was only 14 or 15 when it came (for the ladies), and action (for
on, but I loved the sexual tension us dude’s). How about it, Holbetween Maddie and David. And lywood? There's been several
I hate to sounded repetitive, but less deserving TV shows that
the banter between them is clas- have been spun off into movies.
sic, how they would talk to the
camera, "Fine! Fine! Good! capt miloman
Good!" I just wish they would
bring it back on TV.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Robin C.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Five words: GOD I LOVED
THIS SHOW. I was really too
young for it, latching on at the
tender age of 12, but I was
hooked for three years. I sat tirelessly through the endless, endless reruns, followed it from
Tuesdays to Sundays and never
lost hope. I always dreamed of a
man like David; funny, cool on
the outside, but full of passion
and love on the inside. What a
great show. Beats any soap
opera. I'm sad to see it gone,
even after all these years. My
love and loyalty runs deep, however...I fight fatigue every week
to see it at 2 AM on Bravo
(though for how much longer,
who knows!)
mcwife

That's great to hear that. A friend
of mind has a petition up on the
internet so she can get enough
names on the petition to mail it
out to the people in charge so
we can get a Moonlighting
reunion going. If you know of
any Moonlighting fans out there
who want to see a decent ending
to the David and Maddie story,
let them know about the petition.. I love Moonlighting too.
And it will be great to see Bruce
playing David Addison one more
time. Do you have Bravo? If so,
are you watching the Moonlighting reruns? What were
you're favorite Moonlighting
shows? Am glad you post on the
club. Post again so we can get
something going in this club. So
what do you think? Would you
like to see a Moonlighting
reunion movie up on the big
screen. Just to give us a decent
ending to that last season of
Moonlighting that was so

messed up. Come on members-I want to hear your opinion on
this. What do you think?
dabw705
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
It should be a reunion where
they see each other again after
15 years. Things have changed
with one another but things
haven't changed with how they
feel for one another--or a
tragedy brings them back
together.
Wendy
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
I think the point had been
clearly made. These fans, and
many others, who continue to
see Moonlighting on a daily
basis all over the world wants
to see either a TV movie or feature film starring their favorite
TV couple. The enthusiasm for a
reunion cuts through the generation gap. People who have seen
the show originally in the 80’s
and the people who started
watching it in re-runs, have the
same feeling about the show and
for a possible reunion. Moonlighting is still incredibly popular It’s evident in these messages, many would love to see
David Addison and Maddie
Hayes get together one more
time.
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Woman
Cometh
Contrary to her icy Moonlighting alterego, Cybill Shepherd lets her hair down
in this down-to-earth interview.

By the
Moonlighting Strangers staff

Cybill Shepherd is funny, engaging, and very easy to talk to as we
touched on various subjects. One of these subjects, you will see, she
talks about right from the start.
Moonlighting Strangers:
some great ideas!

Cybill says she has

Cybill Shepherd: I would just like to throw some of
my ideas because I would so love to do this! Well, the
world is deprived of Moonlighting, and I have a lot . .
. you can call it The Sequel. Moonlighting, the Sequel;
Moonlighting the Movie; Moonlighting Revisited.
MS: Oh, really?
CS:
These are my different titles, Moonlighting,
Continuing Quotes Prevail for Me and David.”

Motion Picture Retirement Home. We’re talking,
(Cybill speaking in an old lady’s voice) “All those
years we were together and those were so much fun.”
So, the first part of the movie would be clips of how
great Moonlighting was. We’d use clips from the original show. You can get a brilliant writer that would
write all the funny stuff and we would have fights
about the fights.
MS: That would be great (us laughing)
CS: Fights about the fights — right?

MS: (laughs)

MS: Yeah.

CS: And then I was thinking as the first part of it (The
first Act), when you open up, Maddie and David are in
rocking chairs, and we’re in 80 year-old makeup, and
we’re rocking. It’s like we’re on the porch of the

CS: Okay, so what I was seeing the first part would be
the clips, and all that. Then it ends when we drive off
the stage or something.
MS: Um hmm.
(Continued on pg. 21)
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CS: Okay. So, then the second part
(Act) would be the clips of the old
show, but still in our old age makeup and we’re fighting a lot on the
porch, should it be Maddie and
David, or it could be Cybill and
Bruce? That would be the other
way of going with it. ‘Cause it’s
Cybill and Bruce in old-age makeup.
MS: So, they’re working real
life into. . .
CS: Yes, so in other words, we’re
talking, and then we say “the first
time that we played Maddie, and
David it took long enough.
Remember that time?” So, the second part would be . . . I would say
to him something like “you know, I
remember when you tried doing it
without me. You thought I was too
old.” We’d use some footage of
Bruce at his age now appearing
with a 20 year-old.
MS: (laughs)
CS: And then, we’d argue back,
and forth. . . and (David would say)
“. . . I have to admit, you know, It
was great to have that final chance
to actually do it.” Then we’d show
the new part . . . of us now at this
age.
MS: Uh huh!
CS: So, the question would be do
you want Cybill, and Bruce talking
about Maddie and David, or it
should be Maddie and David,
instead? Third (Act) would be the
new stuff. And the fourth (Act)
would go back to the old people. I
don’t know, brilliant writers can
figure it out.
MS: Yeah, the writers can do

Cont’d
something.
CS: I don’t know how it would end,
probably with the old folks again
on the Porch of the Motion Picture
Home.
MS: Yeah, that has merit.
CS: I actually called Glenn Caron
yesterday.
MS: Did you?
CS: Yeah, that’s another thing. You
know it’s so funny. I want to ask
him can we do this? He’s on vacation. He’s going to call me back.
MS: Great. We want to interview him, too.
CS: I would like to talk to him
because I was having so much fun
with this idea.
MS: It would be funny. I mean
it would be hilarious.
CS: But how are we going to get
Bruce to do it? That’s the problem.
MS: Well, maybe if Glenn
talked him into it, somehow.
CS: Glenn would probably be the
only person that could, if he could
at all.
MS: Yeah.
CS: And I called Glenn because all
the hatchets are buried with all of
us. We don’t travel in the same circles ‘cause Glenn lives in New
Jersey, on the east coast or
Connecticut, but Bruce has done all
this wonderful, wonderful work,
absolutely justifying everything I
ever imagined him to be. I think he
is unique. I compare him to Cary
Grant, but they are certainly not the
same type at all. Bruce has a different kind of suaveness, and he’s that

rare combination of a really funny
actor, and a really sexy, and attractive, but there’s also a great dramatic actor, and it’s just very rare. I
don’t know— there have been very
few.
MS: Well, you were no slacker
yourself.
CS: No, of course, of course. I
look back at that actually. I wrote a
book called Cybill Disobedience. I
look back at it when they were running the Moonlighting Marathon
(on Bravo) and I’ve never seen a
Moonlighting Marathon. On and
off I watched all I could for 17
hours. I hadn’t taken a break and
my kids watched it with me and the
thing that’s really struck me when I
wrote about it in Cybill
Disobedience is the fact that it all .
. . whatever difficulties we had, it
doesn’t matter at all now. It was
wonderful then and it seems so
fresh still. The writing has held up,
it was wonderful and it was just
thrilling, really. The one episode
that I remember as being like the
worst experience that I wrote about
in my book, but it turned out to be
the most brilliant episode. I was
right not to get too angry too soon.
MS: And what episode is that?
CS: It’s the episode called . . . it’s in
my book, let me think for a minute.
Okay, the Moonlighting episode is
called something with a symphony.
MS: Oh, Symphony in Knocked
Flat? It’s hilarious, that’s one
of the funniest episodes in the
whole series!
CS: But at the very beginning, I
believe I enter slamming into the
office because of a horrible date the
(Continued on pg. 21)
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night before. In my book, I talked
about how they were trying to force
me to be too furious and so I kept
refusing to be too furious, and
everyone got more furious with me.
I mean, I
was
right
and I was
glad I stood
up!
And
when they
wanted to
m a r r y
Maddie off
to this geeky
guy, I really
objected to
that. But if I
had to do it
all
over
again, boy
I’d fight for
that more.
But it is a
wonderful
show.
It
holds it’s own and it’s always running. That and The Cybill Show. I
have the largest fan bases in the
world in Australia and in the UK
because Moonlighting and the
Cybill Show were like two of the
most popular shows ever, always
number one and number two and
they continually run them all the
time. I saw something when I was
in England just recently. I played at
one of their finest jazz clubs. I did
my cabaret act and it was sold out
and I actually got good reviews. It
was very thrilling, but I saw somebody had a CD (DVD) set of the
episodes because they started selling the episodes on CD in Britain.
But the have slightly different CD
systems (Region 2 DVD format in

Europe opposed to Region 1 for US
DVD’s) so, I couldn’t bring them
back. I was so irritated. I hope they
do that soon here soon.

the country. So, we’re trying
to contact everybody, but
Glenn, we would really love to
talk to Glenn.

MS:
Actually,
we’re campaigning like crazy for
that, we’re really trying.

CS: And the other thing is . . .
something just occurred to me . . . if
we ended up with me redoing it,
once we get to those new episodes,
I play his grandmother, or something.

CS: That would really be so great.
MS: Let me tell
you a little bit
about the fans on
the
internet.
They are a pretty
organized group.
There are fan
sites, mail lists
and the fan fiction is extremely
popular. There’s
a whole group of
fans out there
that
love
Moonlighting and the interesting thing is that some of them
are very young and have only
discovered it now that it is running on Bravo.
CS: Right, right, right. I’m going to
call Glenn Caron, and I’m going to
ask him to talk to you as well.
MS: Oh, wonderful! We would
love that!
CS: Maybe the best thing would be
if I could talk him into writing this,
and talk him into try to talking
Bruce into doing it.
MS: Well, exactly.
Bruce’s
people are actually going to
try to get us an interview with
him as soon as he gets back in

MS: Cybill, I’ve seen pictures
of you recently and you look
lovely.
CS: I do a great old lady. You
haven’t seen my old lady stuff from
the Cybill Show? It’s hysterical
when I dress up like my great great
grandma. I look just like her. We
called her Mam-ma.
MS: Can we ask you a couple
of more questions specifically?
CS: Sure.
MS: We know that originally the
script was developed with you
in mind. Did you see it? . . .
CS: Do you know how it actually
happened?
MS: No. Go ahead.
CS: Well, maybe you already
know this. I wrote it in my book,
but . . . Glenn was writing the
script, but he didn’t realized it
first. Then all of a sudden, he went
“Oh my Gosh!” He’d written 60
pages. He was writing me! He was
writing it for me! He said “well,
we better see if we can get her
before I continue writing this,” or
something like that. I don’t know
exactly. I’m kinda just making
this up.
(Continued on pg. 22)
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MS: Uh, huh.

do studio overlapping. You have to
CS: But see if we can get her? So, do it separate and we’ll overlap it
we had this meeting with Jay mechanically.”Glenn would have to
go in, and tell them “No, we’re
Daniel and Glenn
going to go
Caron. I just finfor
this.”
ished a series
I r e a d t h e f i r s t s i x p a g e s The actors
called, The Yellow
are comRose. It only ran
for a year. Well, I and I recognized it as a part mitted to it.
What we
read the first six
have to do
pages and I recogo f a l i f e t i m e b e c a u s e I g o t is match
nized it as a part of
those overa lifetime because
as
I got to do comedy, t o d o c o m e d y , a n d a c t i o n . laps
close
as
and action. It
possible.
boosted up my

It boosted up my image,

image, which I
MS: Um,
always love to do.
hmm.
After I read the w h i c h I a l w a y s l o v e t o d o . CS: But
script, I had the
for every
meeting with Glenn. I said to him, sound man that said no, we still had
“I know what you’ve done here. to say “Guess what?” We are going
You’ve created a ‘Hawksian to really overlap this, and it was
Comedy.’”
and
he
said: thrilling, really thrilling. We were
“Hawkisian—what do you mean both committed to it. When I asked
Hawksian? Who’s Hawk?” I said him “What it was that made him
“Howard Hawks.” And who’s think about me (as he was writing
Howard Hawks?” I said “He’s a the chargreat director of the greatest screw- a c t e r
ball comedies of the ‘30s, and ‘40s M a d d i e
“Bringing Up Baby” and “His Girl Hayes)?”
Friday” with Rosalind Russell, and He said
Cary Grant. Glenn said: “Oh, we he had
haven’t seen those.” Then I said, seen me
“I’d thought for sure you’d seen in this
those. We could all watch those f i l m
shows cause you want to get that where I
overlapping dialogue.” Because wore this
that’s what he wanted to do any- w h i t e
way. So, we all studied them. When silk/satin
we watched those movies, that’s gown cut
what actually gave us the belief that from the
we could do something because bias. The
every sound man said at the begin- L a d y
ning “That’s impossible. You can’t

Vanishes. A re-make of The Lady
Vanishes. That’s my only costume.
I run all over the place in this white
satin gown, cut on the bias with
very little under it. It was actually
a lot of fun. I enjoyed that movie.
MS: After you started and had
that idea on the set, did you
have any influence into the
character of Maddie?
CS: I brought a little humanity into
Maddie just the way I played her,
and I was the one who kept on
insisting that when something had
happened like when I came in, and
was supposed to look like I had
rolled in mud, and everything. I
said, “let’s have my pantyhose
down around my ankles.”
MS: You like to add a real kick
to it.
CS: Yeah, and shoot between my
legs, and I was the one that begged
to do that food fight, which was . .
. I think we had 2 days or . . . We
actually worked a 26-hour day to
finish that food fight.
That’s the one at the
Embassy.
MS: Yeah, right.
That’s in Murder’s
In The Mail. We
know all the
episodes, Cybill.
CS: Isn’t it with the
man with the mole on
his nose?
MS: Yes.

(Continued on pg. 23)
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CS: As soon as we got in there,we
had actually have two crews
because couldn’t work the crew
that long. After I was read the
script, I went to Glenn and I said,
“Bruce and I have to have a pie in
the face,” that would be just the
funniest most hysterical thing. He
said “I totally agree with you but
I’m not asking him.” I went to
Bruce and I said, “We have to have
a pie in the face. It will be so hysterical” and he said, “Okay, well
whose going to throw it?” We had
the stunt coordinator Chris Howell
throw the pies at us, or maybe
somebody else, too. That was one
of my favorite moments.
MS: (laughs)
CS: Pies in the face. I really loved
the stuff like in the Pilot when I’m
going up, and (David says) “I can
see up your skirt.”
MS: You like all the humorous
moments a lot. These are
your favorites.
CS: I think the dramatic moments..
that was the thing about
Moonlighting. The first year, of
course, you know we were cast
(categorized) as a sort of comedy.
MS: Right.
CS: I think we didn’t even get any
nominations. The next year we
were a drama, and that’s when it started . . . that’s when we got the 14
nominations.
MS: I thought it was 16 nominations?
CS: I’ll tell you something. The
year that Bruce and I were both
nominated for the Emmy. I said

Cont’d
well, it’s okay if I don’t win, but if
he wins, and I don’t win, I don’t
know what I’m going to do, but of
course, that’s what happened.

the Movie, or Moonlighting Two,
or whatever. That’s when your
going to get an Emmy then, and
then you can make your speech.

MS: There are people who actually think you were robbed!

CS: Moonlighting Two would be
Moonlighting T-O-O. I like that
Moonlighting Too, T-O-O.

CS: You know, it’s funny, but the
awards don’t mean anything unless
you don’t win them.
MS: Oh ho, ho, ho.
CS: But the funniest thing is that I
dated a man that won two.
MS: Oh!
CS: It was a couple of years ago.
He felt so bad and when he started
to see that I was so furious that I
didn’t have one, and he did.
MS: Um, hum.
CS: He took one of his (Emmys) to
a place where they make those
kinds of things that he had
engraved for me for Life
Achievement.
MS: Oh, oh, that’s sweet.
CS: He said, “You have an Emmy.”
(I said) “I didn’t win it,” and when
we broke up a very close friend of
mine said, “You have to give it
back to him,” and I said, “No way,
I earned that!”
MS: (laughs)
CS: You get to do it at the ceremony.
MS: Did you get to give a
speech, and everything?
CS: No, I never did it. I’d like to do
my speech. It would be good for me
I guess. I could always do that as
part of the . . . the Moonlighting
movie.
MS: That’s right.

Moonlighting

MS: You mentioned dramatic
moments. Do you have specific
dramatic
moments
in
Moonlighting that you you are
proud of?
CS: Oh gosh . . . The one that I think
of the most is the scene . . . remember
the episode (Big Man On Mulberry
Street) where he (David Addison)
goes back for the funeral and he said
he had been married. And I go there to
support him.
MS: You’re so wonderful in
that episode, Cybill.
CS: It’s a defining dramatic
moment. As far as the angst, and
the realness of that anger, that was
something that I’m very proud of.
It was so real for both of us. The
other thing is we realized that we
were fighting before every fight
scene, you know what I’m saying?
MS: Yeah.
CS: I realized that after, about a
year and a half, we would have a
fight and I said to him, “Did you
notice that we’d have a fight before
every fight scene?” And he said,
“Oh yeah. Oh yeah.” We would
have a fight. That’s how we would
rev up; we would have a fight. We
picked something. He hated my
hair, or, you know, he was late.
MS: So, you found something
to fight about so you could get
into the scene?
(Continued on pg. 24)
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CS: That’s right.

eleven pages.”
They sent four
MS: Sounds like you’re
pages
down.
method actors, huh. Is that
They said, “The
your method?
next ones will be
CS: Well, that’s just how it works. down in four, or
It was so exciting because I would five minutes and
rather be in a position . . . with in like two hours
Moonlighting, where a certain or whatever it
actress turned it down because they was, I think eight
had to have the script way in pages,” and lookadvance. Glenn Caron wanted it ing at those, and
brilliant. He really kept control of they say, “We Cybill sings in one of her personal favorite episodes,
it. Even though he had other writ- understand if you Dream Sequence Always Rings Twice.
ers, wonderful writers, he really knew the last ones, but please learn MS: (laughs) Hey, whatever
wrote those scripts himself. There them as quickly as possible.” I works, but it obviously
were a lot of times that we would would look at those, and I would worked very well.
be waiting on the
just go, “I CS: Yeah, yeah.
set so we could
have
to
MS: Great.
tape
it
(the Any day I would have the sleep!”
I
episode), and then
would say to CS: It was. . . really wonderful. I
down (the pages) b r i l l i a n c e
of
G l e n n the dialogue remember begging Glenn from the
would come . . . so
coach “Look, scene in the Pilot when we come
we could try . . . try
you sit there walking out of the detective office,
C
a
r
o
n
’
s
s
c
r
i
p
t
a
t
l
a
s
t
to catch up on
and time me and we’re walking on the sideschedule . . . an
for five min- walk. And we’re walking real fast,
eleven page scene. moment than have some- utes. I would and it was kind of, “No David.” I
Driving in a car,
say suddenly was very angry, and all that. It was
that’s how we
“I have to one long shot with a lot of dialogue,
t
h
i
n
g
w
a
y
i
n
a
d
v
a
n
c
e
would try to catch
sleep.” The and were moving along and the first
up on the schedule.
truth is, this is take we did was unbelievable, and I
We’d have those that’s not as good. I mean s o m e t h i n g remember going to Glenn, we’d do
driving scenes.
that the brain it again a couple of other times and
I said, “Oh please use the first one”
MS: Um, hmm.
t h a t ’ s p a r t o f w h a t G l e n n has to do and he said “I know it the best one.”
sometimes. I
CS: It’s already
would sleep I begged him and I got on my knees
mounted.
They b e l i e v e d i n .
for five min- and said “Make that one work!” It
can set the scene,
utes. Because just had that wild, spontaneous, you
lights, and everyjust looking at those pages that know we were ready. It was just
thing while we’re doing the other
everybody was waiting for me to like a rodeo.
scene.
Then we’ll run out and
do, sleep for five minutes, wake up, MS: Yeah, it was.
jump in the car. They got that all
and then I would learn it, but then
pre-done, and so we’d have these
CS: They shoot like at the Rodeo,
we would also . . . because it was
eleven pages, and I remember I
you know, horses.
just so much . . . we would tape
would look at them, and they would
them all the way across the dash- MS: Oh, like horses at the
say like, “We know you’re getting
racetrack?
board.
(Continued on pg. 25)
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CS: Yes, like two thoroughbreds.

not as good. I mean, that’s part of

and I studied his films, all of his films,
and of course, the Preston
Sturges comedies. That was
I’m thrilled that there are enough people the biggest contributions,
this was the goal we tried to
make. This was the bar.

MS: There you go. Two
thoroughbreds . . .
With two people carrying (the show) the way
that you two did, you who care enough about it, and I think
had to be in sync, didMS: You guys did it
n’t you?
beautifully. I mean,
it’d be just a crime not to do something. just beautifully.
CS: Yeah, we were in
sync, but there was just so
much pressure, and the three of us
are very, very, very passionate
about it being great. And so any of
the strife, and the struggle, and
whatever, and the exhaustion it was
unbelievable, the hours. We’d start
on Monday you know all that. We’d
start at a normal time let’s say eight

what Glenn believed in.
MS: Um, hmm. Made it that
much more exciting, too.
CS: I think one of the major contributions I made was drawing the
analogy to the Hawks’ greats , you
know, especially to Bringing Up
Baby, and His Girl Friday.

MS: And that
came
from
I feel that the two main challenging
your direction, huh?

prime time series that I did were both

CS:
Yeah,
because he had
h i t s a n d t h e y b o t h r e a l l y , r e a l l y d i d never heard of
H o w a r d
s o m e t h i n g d i f f e r e n t t h a t h a d n e v e r Hawks and I
suggested we
really study
b e e n d o n e o n t e l e v i s i o n b e f o r e , a n d these films,
and when they
saw them we
never has been done since.
all loved them.
o’clock, and then we would have a MS: Yeah.
twelve-hour turn around. If we
CS: We watched them over, and
started at seven, and then we’d finover again, and so, that was one of
ish at nine. The next day we start at
my main contributions. It was to
nine, and finish at eleven. The next
see that they did it. They did the
morning we start at eleven, and finoverlapping. Real overlapping, not
ish at one. But again, let’s get back
fake, and then put it together
to my point about the lateness of
mechanically.
the scripts. Any day I would have
the brilliance of Glenn Caron’s MS: Yeah.
script at last moment than have CS: But we learned. I actually got to
something way in advance that’s know Howard Hawks before he died,

CS: The reviews reflected that, and it was tremendously
satisfying for me. It’s sad that it
stopped when it did, but I have to
say that these shows that go on and
on, sometimes
for nine years,
eleven years—I’m not so sure they
stay as good.
MS: Isn’t that amazing? That
was just the question we were
going to ask you.
CS: Oh. (laughs)
MS: How much longer do you
think shows should go?
CS: Well, I think at that time, we
stopped at the right time for the
show. I’m not sure we had any
more in us, and it was time to stop.
The Cybill Show was four seasons.
I think Moonlighting was four and a
half.
MS: They call it five, but four
and a half is accurate.
CS: We never did 22 (episodes per
season).
MS: Yeah, right.
CS: The most we did was 18.
MS: There are 66 total
episodes if you’re counting
the Pilot. So, that’s probably
really only three full seasons,
isn’t it?
(Continued on pg. 26)
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CS: Right, right, and I never managed to get that ranch that all the big
stars have, and the private jets, you
know.
MS: (laughs)
CS: My series didn’t run, you
know. I was paid well, but I didn’t
own a piece of it. The Cybill Show
I owned a piece of but I’ll never see
that. All of this is in Cybill
Disobedience. It turns out that I was
totally right. I sued Carsey Werner
for sitting on it, and purposely not
selling it to syndication—and then
Carsey Werner had to pay CBS $59
million. They didn’t want to sell to
syndication because they would
have had to pay back the network.
Cause the network paid for the
whole thing. This is in my book and
now, it’s in public record. I was vindicated (in Variety) completely. I
had to be a detective. I mean, I didn’t just pick up nothing from 60
episodes of Moonlighting.
MS: Now, let me ask you a couple of things that are not necessarily Moonlighting related
because I know you’re in a
hurry.
Besides the Maddie
Hayes role, what other role
are you the most proud of?
CS: Cybill.
MS: Is that because you had a
lot of creative contribution?
CS: I feel that the two main challenging prime time series that I did
were both hits and they both really,
really did something different that
had never been done on television
before, and never has been done
since. The Cybill Show with that
group, there had never been a show
with two ex-husbands, dating, and .
. . stuff based on my life, and this
26
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great relationship between Maryann
and Cybill. We were compared to
Lucy, and Ethel. We made television
history
with
it.
In
Moonlighting, there were always
wonderful elements that we got to
send up (parody). When I developed my second show, I didn’t want
to go back to television immediately. I wanted to make sure it was
something different. The last thing
I ever want to be is boring, and take
up space. I feel like I’m so lucky to
have the opportunity to even work
in some of these mediums, but I
want to do something that people
can really be entertained by, and
surprised by, the Cybill Show . . .
it’s like I took Maddie Hayes in a
way, and flipped the persona. I
could have kind of a Maddie . . .
more of an uptight Maddie Hayes
foil where I could take more of pies
in the face. That’s where Christine
Baranski came in. She could really
wear the glamorous clothes and
make fun of me. I could fall in the
mud more and do that kind of thing.
So, when I came back to television,
I came back very different . . . closer to who I am.
MS: It was more of the two
woman competing,
as
opposed to the male/female
situation.
CS: We had a lot of male/female
interactions in the Cybill Show
because I had the two ex-husbands,
two daughters, different boyfriends.
We had a lot of that. But Maddie
had no women friends.
MS: She didn’t, did she? Well,
Agnes in a way, but that was
really her subordinate.
CS: No, not like on the Cybill

Show. For the next series, the odd
thing is people wanted me to do a
reality show. Even The New York
Times said that I’m an Osborne
wannabe. It’s so funny ‘cause they
asked me the question,“So, would
you like to do a reality show?” And
my answer was “Yes, but it’s only
going to appear to be a reality
show.”
MS: (laughs)
CS: So, then in The New York Times
(it just said) “yes, I’d love to.” And
then at the end of the article, it said,
“I was working on the concept for
two or three years . . .” and my idea
is I want to break the rules. It’s not
going to be reality like the
Osborne’s, or it’s not going to be
like Curb Your Enthusiasm (on
HBO), but it’s going to be a down
and dirty version of all the stuff we
couldn’t do in prime time on the
Cybill Show, or my comedy version
of Sunset Boulevard in my own
home.
MS: (laughs)
CS: Cybill plays . . . my Norma
Desmond part only its going to be
funny. Then we’ll use my own
home, and my kids . . . a couple of
my kids want to be in it.
MS: I understand your oldest
daughter is interested in being
an actress as well, correct?
CS: Yes.
MS: What is your advice to her,
Cybill?
CS: Well, right now she’s finally
studying with whom I think is the
greatest acting teacher alive. He’s
my coach, and has been for many
years, and we did theater together,
H. Richard Green.
(Continued on pg. 27)
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MS: Oh, so she’s now studying
with him?

Seven Cybill Sins, or —

CS: She studying in his actor’s lab.
Been studying acting for a long
time. She’s also going to night
school
at
U.C.L.A.
She’s very
busy.

CS: Cybillization. I love the idea
of the The Seven Deadly Sins.
Cybillization? Yeah, we could do
that and call the
first
episode
Sloth. And I want
to do for Los
Angeles in a real
down, and dirty
inexpensive way,
what Sex and the
City did for New
York.

MS: Cybillization.

She’s going
to college,
and
she’s
studying acting. (Cybill
now switches gears and
MS: Yeah.
discusses the
CS: We’re going
r e a l i t y
to show a whole
show) But
other side.
the
funny
thing was
MS:
That’s
that people
great. We like
can’t imagit.
ine what this
CS: There will be
is going to
no sets. It’s all
be . . .
going to be stolen,
n o b o d y ’ s Cybill and her oldest daughter, Clementine
Ford, at the 1996 Golden Globes
and . . . because I
done
this
have a concept of
thing that I’m talking about, yet.
a great girlfriend again, but very
They’ve done these things that are
different than Maryann, but we
so-called reality, but this is going to
kind of look like Mutt and Jeff
be in my home, and all of that, but
together.
it’s not reality. It’s going to be
scripted. Very inexpensive on MS: Great.
video, and multi-camera only in the CS: But nobody seems to be able to
sense of Cybill Cam, you know, and imagine it.
Bathtub Cam.
MS: We think it sounds hilariMS: (laughs) It kind of reminds ous. It really does.
us of The Truman Show in a
way. Did you see that film CS: It’s going to be hilarious, and it
took me . . . I think five years to get
with Jim Carrey?
back to television.
CS: Yeah, well it’s going to be different than that. I was thinking of MS: Um, hmm.
calling it Cybill and The Seven CS: Between Moonlighting, and
Deadly Sins, or The Deadly Sins, or the Cybill Show. It’s four years

since the Cybill Show was over.
So, it’s almost time (to come back).
MS: It’s time for another one.
Every five years.
CS: I don’t know. It has to be
something of . . . I want to do some
really crazy stuff, okay? ‘Cause
you can get away with a lot. It’s got
to be cable. ‘Cause if it ain’t cable,
I can can’t do what I want to do.
MS: (laughs) We won’t even go
there with that. Who are your
comedic influences? Is there
an actor, or actress that you
try to emulate?
CS: Absolutely. I would say the
most important one is Carole
Lombard. I carry a DVD of My
Man Godfrey around in my purse.
Every place I go. It was directed by
Gregory La Cava and it has
William Powell in it, and a great
cast. It’s divinely done, you have to
see it. It was the first time I ever
saw a blond, gorgeous, sexy
woman be hysterically funny. She
also did 20th Century with John
Barrymore, which is one of my
very favorites. So, anybody who
doesn’t have these . . . this is like a
must for Carole Lombard. The 20th
Century with John Barrymore,
directed by Howard Hawks. Then
there’s To Be or Not to Be. Who
directed this? Is this Ernst Lubitsch’s
stuff? Oh Gosh, this is terrible that I
can’t remember. He’s one of the
greatest directors ever.
MS: I’m sure we can look it up on
the Internet to find out for sure.

(Continued on pg. 28)
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CS: Of course, there was Marilyn
Monroe and Jean Harlow in Dinner
at Eight. She’s really funny, but
there’s something about Carol
Lombard that is different, and I
really related to, but . . . there’s
something smarter about this dumb
blond. She has this wild, zany quality, and of course, Katherine
Hepburn. I love her. Katherine
Hepburn in Bringing up Baby, and
The Philadelphia Story. But my
particular
favorite
is
The
Philadelphia Story directed by
George Cukor.
MS: Um, hmm.
CS: And Bringing up Baby, directed by Howard Hawks. That’s what
gave me the whole idea of smart,
intelligence, and sexy. . .
MS: Which is what you brought
to Maddie.
CS: And funny . . . and it was possible. I got turned on to that (those
movies) by Peter Bogdonovich. I
went to the Peter Bogdonovich
School of Film. I was immersed in
watching at least three movies a day,
or night, and I got to be very good
friends with a lot of these people.
Orson Welles was my houseguest on
and off for three and a half years and
he was really kind of like my Dad.
MS: And a mentor in a way.
CS: And Stella Adler, as well.
Gena Rowlands, and . . . oh, these
were people that were really very
encouraging to me.
MS: Giants in the business,
really.
CS: Yeah.
MS: Now let’s talk a little bit

Cont’d
about your music. What type of
music do you enjoy listening to
like around your house? What

People ask me wherever
I go. All over the world.
They ask me that (to do a

Moonlighting reunion).

type of music do you like?
CS: I love the singer Caesaria
Evora. I have no idea how to pronounce this. E-V-O-R-A.
MS: Okay.
CS: Because she is . . . and she’s
from Cabol Verde, which is an
Island off the coast of . . . South
America, or . . .
MS: Probably . . . probably
South America.
CS: Popular music . . . I loooove
Peggy Lee, Ella Fitzgerald. Love to
swing, love to swing. Bessie Smith,
Billie Holiday, Alberta Hunter.
MS: These are the same kinds
of songs you like to do in your
Cabaret Show, right?
CS: I listen to a lot of Morning
Becomes Eclectic, with Nick
Harcourt. He plays all kinds of
music, and I love that. A lot classical. I studied Opera for three years.
MS: Are you going to be performing? Is your show going to
be where we can go see it
soon?

CS: I’m developing a show for
Broadway and the temporary title is
She Walks, She Talks, She Sings, She
Crawls on her Belly Like a Reptile.
MS: (laughs) That’s great.
CS: It’s not a one-woman show.
There’s going to be like two, or
three other actors to play a lot of different parts. We’re hoping to be trying it out somewhere that you won’t
hear of. We’ve got to get it written
first. We’ve got to get the right
writer, and I’ll be collaborating
because I have a lot of strong ideas.
Collaborating was one of the greatest things about Moonlighting,
which I learned a very important
lesson which was my job as an actor
was to come up with as many ideas
as possible, and to not attach my ego
to any of them, and believe me, I didn’t achieve that all the time.
MS: No, it’s hard to do I’m sure.
CS: I think we had a great show
because we had great talent, and we
were passionately involved, and
whatever positive or negative, it
doesn’t matter now.
It’s all
resolved, and the writing was great,
you know. Absolute great fun, brilliant. I’m thrilled that there are
enough people who care enough
about it, and I think it’d be just a
crime not to do something.
MS: We think so. We all agree
on that.
CS: Even if it was just a television
special.
MS: Yeah. Well we would like
to see a feature film. That’s
what we all want.
CS: Yeah, you might be able to, I
mean, anything. I would love to do
(Continued on pg. 29)
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it. I think it could be a hoot.
MS: We do, too.
CS: And I always wanted to do that.
People ask me wherever I go. All
over the world. They ask me that.
Then they ask me, “What happened
to the Cybill Show?” and I say,
“Read my book cause its kind of
complicated.”
MS: Yeah, very complicated. I
know that you said that you
were pressed for time.
CS: I have two more minutes.
MS: All right, two more minutes.
Well real quick, tell me, you
were recently in England, and
they were all excited about you.
Are you treated differently by
the press in England than you
are over here?
CS: Yes, very much so.
MS: How do you see that?
CS: Because the Cybill Show and
Moonlighting were bigger hits in
the UK, and Australia than they
were in America.
MS: Really?
CS: Yeah, they were always like
number one, and number two.

Cont’d
MS: Oh, so you have a huge
following over there?
CS: Yeah.
MS: Yeah, well you have a
large following over here.
CS: I went to Australia. I did seven
concerts. They were sold out completely, and they asked me back, but
I think that now is the time to go for
Broadway. Give it a stab. It may take
me five years to do it, but why wait
‘til I can no longer crawl on my
belly like a reptile? Hopefully,
you’ll get to see me on Broadway, or
on a tour. That’s what I’m shooting
for.
MS: Tell me about your cancelled New York run.
CS: That was so terrible. Oh my
God, you know, everybody kept
saying, “Yes, come anyway, just
come anyway,” and other people in
New York would say, “Are you
insane? Are you out of your mind?”
‘Cause no one would go. And then
my poor children, I finally had to
make the decision because they
kept on saying to put it off one
more week, then my kids just said,
“don’t go mommy, don’t go.” I said
to myself “What am I thinking

about?” I can’t do that. I can’t
leave my children. And its hard, it’s
hard. Nobody has the money to pay
for Cabaret anymore. But I love
Cabaret more than anything. I’ll
probably end up doing it sometime,
but now is the time to expand it.
You may end up seeing what I’m
doing on Broadway in a Cabaret act
someplace, but we’ll see.
MS: One quick question I’d like to
ask you about. Do you have a
favorite episode of Moonlighting?
CS: Symphony in Knocked Flat.
MS: That is your favorite?
CS: And The Dream Sequence
Always Rings Twice.
MS: Those
favorites?

are

your

two

CS: Uh, huh! And I like the Pilot.
I love them all.
MS: They’re great.
CS: Thank you so much.
MS: Thank you. Thanks for
taking the time with us,
Cybill.
The next page features Cybill’s filmography.

At Right:

These two
photos were
taken at the
Emmy’s in
1986.

Pictures courtesy of

Diana Maiocco.
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C Y B I L L S H E P H E R D ’ S F I L M O G R A P H Y
M O V I E S A N D T V S E R I E S
Archer City, Texas (1991)

2000’s
Movie / TV Series
(Actress)

Character

Falling Off the Verge (2002)
Due East (2002) (TV)
"Men Are From Mars,
Women Are From Venus"
(2000) TV Series
2001)
Marine Life (2000)
Nordstrom

Nell Dugan

Nancy Brill

Daisy Miller (1974)
'Daisy'

Annie P.

Alice (1990)
Texasville (1990)

Jacy Farrow

Heartbreak Kid, The (1972)

Kelly

Last Picture Show, The (1971)

Jacy Farrow

June

Long Hot Summer, The
(1985) (TV)

Eula Varner

Seduced (1985) (TV)

Vicki Orloff

Muse, The (1999)

Herself

Journey of the Heart
(1997) (TV)

Janice Johnston

Last Word, The (1995)

Kiki Taylor

... aka Cosa Nostra:
The Last Word (1995)
Cybill Sheridan

Robbins
Woodbine

"Moonlighting" (1985)
TV Series
Hayes
"Moonlighting" (1985)
(TV Pilot)

Maddie

Masquerade (1983) (TV)

Carla

While Justice Sleeps
(1994) (TV)

Jody Stokes

Return, The (1980)

Baby Brokers (1994) (TV)

Debbie

There Was a Little Boy
(1993) (TV)

... aka Alien's Return, The
(1980) (USA: reissue title)

Julie

... aka Earthright (1980)

Telling Secrets (1993) (TV)

Faith Kelsey

Journey of the Heart
(1997) (TV)

Stormy Weathers
(1992) (TV)

Memphis (1991) (TV)

Title

Co-Executive
Producer
Executive
Producer

Executive
Producer
Executive
Producer

WRITER
Memphis (1991) (TV)

Colleen
Champion

Teleplay

N o t a b l e T V A p p e a ra n c e s

Jennifer
"GMTV" (1993) playing "Herself" 3/8/2002
"So Graham Norton" (1998) playing
"Herself"(episode # 5.15) 3/1/2002
"Open House" (1999) playing "Herself" 2002

1970’s
Americathon (1979)

Gold Girl

"Late Late Show with Craig Kilborn, The"
(1999) playing "Herself" 11/15/2000

Stormy Weathers (1992) (TV)

Samantha
Weathers

Lady Vanishes, The (1979)

Amanda Kelly

Once Upon a Crime... (1992)
Schwary

Marilyn

Guide for the Married
Woman, A (1978) (TV)

Julie Walker

Memphis (1991) (TV)

Reeny Perdew

Silver Bears (1977)
Luckman

Debbie

Party for Richard Pryor, A
(1991) (TV)

Herself

Special Delivery (1976)

Mary Jane

Married to It (1991)

Claire

Picture This - The Times of
Peter Bogdanovich in

Movie / TV Series
(Producer)

"Cybill" (1995) TV Series

Madolyn
'Maddie'
Hayes
Elaine

"Yellow Rose, The" (1983)
TV Series

... aka Contract for Murder
(1993) (TV)

Corinne

Secrets of a Married Man
(1984) (TV)

Miller

PRODUCER

Chances Are (1989)
Jeffries

Herself

Brooke Carter

Karen Parsons

Host (2000-

Last Picture Show:
A Look Back, The (1999)

At Long Last Love (1975)

Which Way Home
(1991) (TV)

1980’s

1990’s

"Cybill" (1995) TV Series

Interviewee/
Herself

"Just Shoot Me" (1997) playing "Herself" in
episode: "A&E Biography: Nina Van Horn"
(episode # 4.23) 5/9/2000
"Open House" (1999) playing "Herself"
"Masquerade" (1983) playing "Carla" in
episode: "Pilot" (episode # 1.1)

... aka Dangerous Break (1976)
Taxi Driver (1976)

Betsy

Sources: courtesy of IMDB.com
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This is the fans’ opportunity to
express their feelings and thank our
favorite lady boss who ran
Blue Moon Investigations.
I'd like Cybill to know that she is
my favorite actress and that it
seems that she really puts her heart
into all her parts. I love watching
her movies but as much as I love
them, I really do feel that her best
work was during Moonlighting.
She played Maddie so well that I
could not even ponder anyone else
playing her. She turned a character
on paper into a woman that people
still talk about 13 years after her
demise on television. You cannot
say that about many characters but
you can say that about Maddie
Hayes.
My favorite Maddie episodes are:
Money Talks, Maddie Walks, Big
Man on Mulberry Street, T'was the
Episode
Before
Christmas,
Maddie's Turn to Cry, and I am
Curious . . . Maddie.
Thanks!
Kelli
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
I think Cybill Shepherd was so terrific in all the Moonlighting
episodes that it's hard for me to
choose my favorites. She was
absolutely perfect as Maddie
Hayes, displaying a great combination of beauty, glamour, wit, and

comedy. She was the perfect match
for Bruce Willis, and their pairing
is what made the show such a success. I particularly liked the
episodes that showed Maddie's vulnerable side. Ms. Shepherd was
especially wonderful during the
Sam arc, one of my favorites being
Maddie's Turn To Cry when she
starts to let her emotions show. I
also love Maddie in It's A
Wonderful
Job
and
Every
Daughter's Father is a Virgin. Both
these episodes show a sensitive side
to Maddie. In both, she reveals
more of her feelings and trust for
David. Lastly, I loved Big Man on
Mulberry Street, in which both Ms.
Shepherd and Mr. Willis are fantastic. In this episode, they show an
incredible range from comedy in
the early scenes to some of the most
poignant ones later in the episode.
It marked an important point in
their relationship as it progressed
through the third season. I could
never imagine Moonlighting being
the incredible show it was without
Cybill Shepherd as Maddie. She
was just fantastic, and the role
seemed tailor made for her.

In the past Cybill has joked about
being replaced by a younger actress
if there was ever to be a
Moonlighting reunion. There's no
way that any Gwenyth or Reese
could ever come close to what
Cybill is. Incredible beauty, charm,
intelligence, strength and passion all this combined with a remarkable
talent for acting, singing and comedy. No one else could ever be
Maddie Hayes. I dream of seeing
Cybill & Bruce together again - no
matter what their ages are! Cybill is
truly fabulous!

Pam

Teresa Lane
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Mickey
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
I loved Cybill as Maddie because
she was so cool and self assured,
yet she could also laugh out loud
and adapt to unusual situations. I
loved her stylishness and those
awesome outfits, too. It was so
unusual seeing someone so beautiful doing slapstick comedy in certain episodes. The episodes I liked
Maddie best in are the Taming of
the
Shrew
spoof
(Atomic
Shakespeare) and the It's a
Wonderful Job episode.

(Continued on pg. 34)
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I have six favorite episodes,
although I like all the shows. I
watch them these days over and
over as my daughter Joy Chodan,
who started the campaign, has all
the tapes.
1. Dream Sequence Always Rings
Twice, which is the Black and
White episode. I love Cybill
singing like Rita Hayworth in that
dress "I told ya: I love ya now get
out." She plays the two parts over
the top in her usual brilliant manner
and style of acting.
2. Atomic Shakespeare. She's great
as the shrewish Kate . . . fill in the
blanks. Later on, she softens up
when she is treated with respect and
kindness. Cybill plays Kate as the
shrew to the hilt. You can just see
the steam arising from her anger
when she growls at the various suitors who come to woo her.
3. Knowing Her. I love the Singing
in the Rain sequence and then you
see Maddie come in to the office of
Blue Moon Detective Agency with
her hair all wet, dress wet and mud
on her face and pantyhose ripped
and down her ankles. Also, she's
limping and she lost a heel on one
shoe. It's hysterical. Cybill pulls it
off with great ease.
4.The Murder's in the Mail. This is
the one where Maddie gets a pie
thrown in her face. She's absolutely
hilarious as always. The banter she
has with the David's character is
always amusing. How she can do it
always amazes me to no end. Cybill
loved putting herself in ridiculous
situations where she had to go to
one extreme or another.

Cont’d

5. The Pilot. This is what started it
all. Cybill is just incredible in the
pilot episode. She shows her
tremendous talent, beauty, and gift
for comedy in the premiere
episode. When I first saw it so
many years ago, I got hooked and
from that time on I made sure I
watched all the shows. I used to go
to a Seminar on Tuesday evenings,
so my little girl had the shows taped
for me by her babysitter.
6. Every Father’s Daughter Is A
Virgin. Because Maddie had to go
through tremendous emotion and
pain as she was dealing with her
father’s affair.
Before I watched Moonlighting, I
didn't know Cybill could sing. This
show gave her the opportunity to
take a beautiful, spoiled, and somewhat uptight Maddie, or Madolyn
Hayes and over time change her
and soften her by her various experiences with family crisis, ie: her
dad's affair, her relationship with
David. I'd like to see it come back
and reunite the cast and I really
intend for it to happen real soon.
Honey Chodan. I am almost 61.
Bronx, NY
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
I loved Cybill as Maddie, she was
beautiful, and funny, and a wonderful dramatic actress. I could never
see another actress doing Maddie. I
loved her in the earlier seasons the
most. She was a different person
then, she was so open and wanting
to let David understand her rather
than letting him assume what he
assumed. And David was so head
over heels over her, that he was so

passionate, those looks, those, kisses, those embraces! Cybill come
back, we miss you and we need closure.
Kim
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Cybill was beautiful and was perfect to portray the role of Maddie
Hayes. Her clothes and hair were
done perfect for her character. I
also thought she was so lucky to
have a guy as gorgeous as Bruce
Willis chasing her around. Maddie
was someone to look at as a mentor.
She was everything a women
would want to be beautiful, rich,
classy, a model. She also had a fun
job.
Cynthia Brunner
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
I'd like to say that I think she's a
comic genius. I love how she just
jumps into a role & becomes the
character. To have taken on the role
of Maddie, when (in real life) it
appears that she's more of a David
character...well, that just proves
what a great actress she is!
As a Southerner (Nashville), I love
when you slip into your hometown
drawl, Cybill! Wish Maddie had
been from the South.
Jane Massey

(Continued on pg. 33)
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Dear Cybill,
I
was
12
when
Moonlighting first aired,
and had to sneak behind
my parents' backs in order
to watch it every week. I
was never caught, but even
if I would have been, it
would have been worth it!
I was literally addicted to
the show--your chemistry
with Bruce Willis was
amazing and has never
been replicated to this day!
I am almost 30 now, and
have my own young children, who I stay home to
raise – a 3 year old and 1
year old. They know that 2
p.m.-3 p.m. is "mommy's
favorite show." I watch
Moonlighting every day on Bravo –
even though I've seen each episode
countless times. My little boys even
recognize the theme song and most
days choose to watch with me (I make
them leave the room when there is a
fight scene or a scene with guns)!
They know who "Maddie and David"
are and they think it's funny when you
argue.
Anyway, I love the show, have been a
long time fan, and would really enjoy
seeing a reunion episode made, as you
can imagine, I was hoping for a different ending than what happened in
Lunar Eclipse (if you catch my
drift)!!!!
Take care, and thank you for doing
the interview for the Fanzine magazine--it was great!
Hattie Garry
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Cont’d

at the end when she kissed him
and told him she loved him.She
was still in her wedding gown
when David threw her that big
wedding for her & Walter Bishop.
That was silly to marry her to
Walter but we always knew she
loved David & they should have
gotten married, I think, while she
was still in her wedding dress. She
was always very beautiful. Even
to this day.
We have jazz concerts here in
September at a park downtown
called Grant Park. They perform
at the Petrillo Bandshell & she'd
Who
Who needs
needs high
high heels
heels
be great for that considering she
to
to look
look glamorous?
glamorous?
sings jazz. I listen to her on line
Cybill’s
Cybill’s infamous
infamous
alot. She sings great.I loved her in
Reeboks
Reeboks graced
graced the
the red
red
the Dream Sequence Always
carpet
carpet of
of the
the Emmys.
Emmys.
Rings Twice because she sang so
well & besides was so sexy with
I can easily tell you why I love
Maddie so much and her favorite David.I loved Big Man on
moments in Moonlighting. Well Mulberry Street, too. She was hot
here goes: I love Maddie cause I when she danced with David and he
think she is the most beautiful did some good dancing in that.
actress on tv. As Maddie & as her- David was so so cool in that show
self, Cybill. She is also a very tal- and I hope with all my heart the
ented actress & singer. I loved it so reunion starts soon. That was one
much the way she acted in hell of a decade. The 80's had the
Moonlighting with Bruce Willis.I best tv shows. Now a days there is
loved the episode when she & nothing on unless you have cable
David made love & they both tore and even then its no good unless
up the house. My favorite year of Moonlighting is on. But I'd love to
the entire show was in '87. I loved see a new Moonlighting. That is my
it when Sam came into the picture dream.
in someways because it made Thank You.
David jealous & that showed he
loved her, which made the show Myrna in Chicago, Ill.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
more romantic. But I think they
should have gotten married in the Dear Cybill,
end when Maddie gets jealous of
David in the episode when Maddies I'm speaking for a select bunch of
Hayes got married because she Moonlighters on the internet that are
showed she loved him. Especially extremely excited about the interview
(Continued on pg. 33)
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you gave for the fanzine. I remember when I first got on the Listserv
mailing list for Moonlighting.
Everyone was still on the Karen
Hall kick. She had given us some
insight on how things were back
then. There was a time when we
thought we would never have
someone, such as Joy, determined
enough to try to get in touch with
the our beloved actors, but alas,
someone came along. I remember
sitting at my desk chatting with
friends, wondering what it would
be like to have yours or Bruce's
comments on a reunion and on
aspects of the show. You made a lot
of our dreams come true by doing
that interview, and on behalf of my
friends and I, we thank you!
Sincerely,
Heather Clemens
and
Fellow Moonlighters
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Its nice to know that stars are caring
enough of their fans to stop in their
busy schedules to be just as supportive of the fans as the fans are of
them. Cybill you are a work of art
in everything you do, that’s why we
really enjoyed your portrayal as
Maddie. You had that character
pegged from the get go.I sometimes
thought watching MOONLIGHTING from the pilot's original airing
up to LUNAR ECLIPSE (and all
the replays recently on BRAVO )
that you were sometimes just being
Cybill, and that was cool!!! I felt
like I knew you as a friend or a
family member. The magic that
Maddie and David had could never
be duplicated ever again with any

Cont’d

other actors, unless maybe you and
ol’ Bruce could get together again
for say, I don' t know, maybe a couple hours on my T.V. set sometime
real soon? Again thank you for your
hard work and thanks to Curtis and
Cybill for caring about us. It's nice
to know you're real people who
care!!!
Your loyal MOONLIGHTING
FAN since March 3, 1985
p.s.: I have all 66 episodes on tape
RICK
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Dear Miss Shepherd,
I would like to tell you that you are
my favorite actress and have been
since I was 7 in 1985. Ever since I
saw the first pilot I thought Maddie
Hayes was just the most amazing
woman. I wanted to be Maddie. She
is beautiful, smart, strong, generous, kind, funny, brave, and most of
all super lucky to have a guy like
David Addison who is head over
heels in love with her. Maddie was
my idol when I was a kid and I
wanted to have her wardrobe and
her house. I just thought she was
the best.
My favorite episodes with Maddie
are: Maddie’s Turn to Cry, Big Man
On Mulberry Street, It’s A
Wonderful Job, Dream Sequence
Always Rings Twice, Every
Daughter's Father Is A Virgin,
Money Talks, Maddie Walks just to
name a few. Thank you Cybill for
all the wonderful seasons with
Maddie. There is no one else who
could have played the part. In my
opinion you were born to play the
part. Here’s to hoping that maybe,
just maybe, we will be lucky

enough to see you play her one
more time in the near future.
Sincerely,
Joy Chodan, Bronx NY, Age 25
Chairman of the Moonlighting
Reunion Campaign
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
First of all, I would like to thank
Cybill very much for entertaining
us with first rate films and shows
like Moonlighting (Memphis,
Cybill ...) and for taking the time to
do the interesting interview!
Since Moonlighting first aired in
Germany in 1990, I loved Cybill as
Maddie. Besides the obvious like
beauty, brains and fun, she gives
her understanding, compassion,
vulnerability, inner strength and
intensity. In Dream Sequence
Always Rings Twice, Cybill shows
off her talents as a gifted singer and
versatile actress. The vast spectrum
of her emotions is showed best in
Between A Yuk A Hard Place,
where she portrayed everything in
the range from sadness to healing to
fun to slapstick comedy. In the elevator with Bruce Willis, she is
touching – in their hot-air balloon
scene hilariously funny. Witness To
The Execution is another strong
episode of Cybill. Maddie does
everything (on her own) to save
David and both stop concealing
what they feel for each other for a
short moment.
What I loved most about Cybill as
Maddie, is that she not only sees
what David is like on the outside,
but also imagines, what he can be
and supports and loves him for that.
Monika
(Continued on pg. 35)
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I would say that one of my favorite
"Maddie" episodes would be Every
Daughter's Father is a Virgin. You
see Maddie go through all kinds of
emotions in that one hour and by the
end you get to know her better.

forgiveness in an episode that
explored and illuminated her personal life. Cybill really showed her
range as a dramatic actress in this
episode.

Here is a beautiful, mature, successful business woman who is becoming a bit neurotic over the fact that
her parents are coming to visit her
at the office. She really wants to
make a good impression and make
her parents proud. Even David is
on his best behavior around them.
When her mother tells Maddie that
she suspects her father is having an
affair, Maddie is incredulous
because she believes they have the
perfect marriage. She entrusts
David to follow her father to prove
her mother wrong, but unfortunately, her mother is right.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Diana Maiocco, Queens, NY

The scene, where David tells
Maddie the truth and says "I think
your father is a good man", is visually and emotionally stunning. David
knows that Maddie will be hurt to
learn the truth but it was the right
thing to do. Afterwards, the foursome go out to dinner and Maddie
tries to tell her mother that her suspicions are correct, however, her
mother wouldn't give Maddie the
opportunity to do so because it
would be too painful to hear it confirmed by her own daughter. The
fact that her father's infidelity is so
obvious enrages Maddie to angrily
confront him. By the end of the
episode, father and daughter tearfully reconcile once he apologizes and
assures Maddie that the affair is over
and it will never happen again.

What I love about you Cybill is you're
not afraid to act silly. You don't shy
away from physical comedy. What I
like the most is when Maddie gets
angry, she makes these grunt noises.
You don't expect a high class, exmodel grunting in aggravation. I also
loved that you brought life to the
character of Maddie Hayes. She's not
a typical woman. Maddie is glamorous and can also jump off the roof
of a house, speeding a car down the
street during a car chase, and run
down criminals in high heels. I also
liked the way you gave Maddie a soft
side. It shows how a smart, diligent
and successful woman can also
become vulnerable, sweet and nurturing. As Mary Richards epitomized the
working woman of the 70's, Maddie
Hayes epitomized how far women
So, there you have it, Maddie expe- have come in the 80's.
riencing the jitters, pain, tears and

My favorite Maddie episodes are: The
Man Who Cried Wife, Every
Daughter's Father Is A Virgin, Big
Man On Mulberry Street, Atomic
Shakespeare, T’was The Episode
Before Christmas, Maddie's Turn To
Cry, The Bride Of Tupperman, Dream
Sequence Always Rings Twice,
Symphony In Knocked Flat, there
are others, but I don't want to take
up the rest of the page.
In my opinion, there isn't an actress
today who has the depth and the talent to play Maddie Hayes as great as
you did. Thank you for helping to
make Moonlighting one of the
greatest shows I've ever seen.
Sincerely,
Christie Taylor, Queens, NY age 31.
Vice Chairman of Moonlighting
Reunion Campaign; Co-publisher
of Moonlighting Strangers
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Dear Cybill:
After browsing through the
Moonlighting 21st Century website, I
was reminded of what a great show
Moonlighting was in the 80's and how
much I missed the show. No other
show is able to match the intensity
level of Moonlighting since then - that
is how I see it. Moonlighting is the
original with the chemistry between
Maddie and David.
I was an 11-year-old girl who became
hooked with the show, you and Bruce
Willis after watching the hysterically
funny episode (Camille) with Whoopi
Goldberg. Up until then, in my 11year old perspective, you and Bruce
Willis were nonexistent and so were
(Continued on pg. 36)
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Have you seen this couple?

We Moonlighting fans haven’t been able to
locate Maddie Hayes and David Addison for
13 years. They were last seen bickering,
slamming doors, and falling in love. We are
very concerned because they disappeared
without leaving us a clear understanding
about their relationship.
You can help us bring back America’s most
wanted couple by joining the Moonlighting
Reunion Campaign.

For more information go to:

Moonlighting21.com
Allyce Beasley, Curtis Armstrong,
and many other actors who gueststarred on the show. It is unbelievable
to see how the success for you and
the rest of cast have become at this
point. You were so great in the
Maddie Hayes role and you really did
carry the character quite well, especially with the fast-talking dialogues
with Willis. As I reminisce, I would
say all of the Moonlighting episodes
are my favorites, but here is a list of
my top five favorite episodes including your performance:

titles! Unfortunately, these titles are in a single bound. Thanks for wantnot shown at the beginning of most ing to do this reunion for the rest of
of the shows anymore.
us poor people who were left "standThank you for the wonderful portray- ing at the altar" with you guys in the
al of Maddie Hayes over the duration last episode. Although – everybody
of Moonlighting. I sincerely hope a knows weddings can kill a series; but
Moonlighting Reunion becomes a were we left flat like that for a reareality and that you and Bruce Willis' son? Was it an ingenious and
characters have a chance to tie up prophetic ploy by the writers to keep
loose ends and you get a chance to us hanging for the next thirteen years
play the Maddie Hayes role once or so, like they did many a Tuesday
more time for the sake of good times! night, leaving us groping for any
rerun we could get in the meantime,
Sincerely yours,
just as long as we could watch
SOMETHING with you guys in it??
Dream Sequence Always Rings Twice Arista Haas
You put the MAD in Maddie Hayes.
- great acting and singing as the 40’s Note to Cybill Shepherd:
Thanks for taking words on a piece
singer!!
Take great pride in knowing that you of paper and turning them into someAtomic Shakespeare - now I don’t were part of a TV phenomenon for a body we loved to love and hate at the
have to read the Shakespeare's ver- whole lot of us. You guys, pound for same time. Thanks for that great rension of Taming of the Shrew! Just pound, were as good a match-up as dition of BLUE MOON. Thanks for
kidding.
any Saturday night wrestling card, all the screaming and yelling. Hey,
I am Curious . . . Maddie - nothing and could stand proudly next to any how many times did you jump on the
team ever paired up in movies, TV, or couch and yell STOP IT to Richie
more needs to be said here . . .
radio. Tuesday nights made the rest and David while they were fighting
Big Man on Mulberry Street - great of the work week easier to get
on the floor?That's a good trivia
musical sequence!
through. Even men enjoyed it (my question. Sorry, but I don't know the
The Murder’s in the Mail - great husband included). Barb and banter answer. But now that I thought of it,
chase scenes and the funny pie fight at its best; insults traded like punches next time I see that one, I'll count. It
scene.
at a Muhammad Ali-Joe Frazier was a RIOT!!!! Here's hoping we see
I really love those quirky episode match; ability to leap over bad press MOONLIGHTING revisited, with
(Continued on pg. 37)
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the whole "office" staff in tact, special "lighting" and all. Okay, I told ya
I love ya, now get out!
Louise Barbaro
Danbury, CT
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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and softness to her that I don't think
any one could have played her better.
I would love to see you play her
again after all these years later,
maybe in a TV special to resolve the
David & Maddie story that so captivated the world.

questions. I think we all would love
to see you and the rest of the crew for
a reunion and I'm so glad you support
this. My deepest thanks and adoration to you all for making this
absolutely wonderful show the best
I've ever seen. There will never be
another show for me than
Moonlighting and I really hope you
all will come back on tv together
again. Thank you so much and I also
love the Cybill show.

Ms. Shepherd,

Best Regards,

I just have to say thank you so much
for reaching out to your many fans
with your interview.

Michele Ruthey

It was so great hearing you talk about
Moonlighting again. I just loved your
character and you played her so well.
You really brought such a strength

Yours,
Thank you so much for doing this
interview and being so nice to take Karin
the time for this and answer all the

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Dear Ms. Shepherd,

has a television show encompassed
every aspect of the classic 30's
screwball comedies so creatively. . .
and kept me interested for almost
seventeen years.

Artwork by Suzanne Robbert
Hello Cybill,
This is an excellent opportunity to
thank you, with great sincerity, for all
the years of entertainment you've created through film, television, and music.
Your work, especially the comedic
roles never cease to delight.
Although I can not choose one movie
or show over the other, there is something very special about Moonlighting.
In my opinion, never before or since

I realize it was a collaborative effort,
but your portrayal of Maddie was
very convincing. The quick dialogue, fun innuendoes, angry outbursts, and sweet moments between
Maddie and DAvid demonstrated
your diverse talents. Your scene, the
monologue in the New York hotel
room from Big Man on Mulberry
Street, is one of my favorites. The
uneasiness and little insecurities in
Maddie's voice and movements are so
well done, very realistic. I also enjoy
the "I don't give a flying fig" scene. It
still makes me laugh out loud.
Honestly, the scenes that make me
Karin’s drawing of Cybill at the age of 10.
laugh are too numerous to fit in this
letter. A Moonlighting reunion would
The next issue (Fall) will have an
interview with Glenn Gordon Caron.
be so much fun to watch, especially a
If you have a personal message you
feature film. So how about it?
would like to appear in the
Thank you for making me laugh,
Suzanne Robbert

Fans Speak to... section, email us at:
ceetay@earthlink.net

Glenn will receive a copy, so act now!
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Joy Chodan’s Portrait of Maddie
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PART TWO

and thus he uttered one syllable: accepted David’s embrace and
“‘Lo?”
held him tightly for several secThanks to: Everyone that read
onds, wondering what had upset
this, I had fun writing it.
“Dave?”
him so badly.
The room was still, there was no
wind, therefore the curtains
merely lay placid against the
window. A big, round moon
watched silently over the occupants of this room, seemingly
uncaring of their feelings. One
of the figures – a man, we see,
as he rolls over – jerked out of
sleep as the phone shrilly
announced its presence.

David was suddenly wide David pulled away and kissed
awake, and now more than a her lightly on the mouth. “My
little curious. “Richie?”
dad had a heart attack earlier
this morning.” At Maddie’s
He had not heard from his older gasp, he hugged her quickly.
brother in months, not strange “He’s Ok, but . . .”
for them, but the last time
Richie had called, it was to tell “No, no . . . I understand. Richie
him that their stepmother was must be beside himself. Your
pregnant, and consequently family needs you, go to them,”
David was a bit wary. “Is some- she said with an understanding
thing wrong?”
smile.

“‘Lo?”
David Addison wasn’t happy.
Oh, things were pretty much
perfect, he and Maddie had
decided to start over, and things
were going smoothly (as
smoothly as they could,
anyway, we are talking about
Maddie and David here). The
agency had just cracked a case
for the FBI, raking in not only
unimaginable amounts of
money, but publicity also. All of
this was wonderful – not to
mention a powerful aphrodisiac
– and David would have continued to be blissfully happy,
except it was four-thirty in the
morning, he was suffering from
a mild hangover, the damn
moon was shining right in his
eyes, and the phone was
screaming at him at an impossibly high pitch.
He had intended to shout at the
caller, demanding what the hell
they had been thinking, but his
sleep-filled mind refused to
send the signal to his mouth,

There was an intake of breath
and David felt his heart
squeeze. It was about this time
that the other occupant of the
bed woke, stretching slightly.
“David?” she questioned, but
went no further when she saw
the look of shock on his face.

He had gone back to packing,
his back to her, but at this statement he turned and took her
hand. “You are my family.”

Maddie leaned in and kissed
him. “I meant your real family.”
She turned and walked into the
bathroom, gathering his toothMaddie sat up and switched on brush, razor, and shaving cream.
the bedside lamp. Sending a “Did you already book a
concerned glance at her agitated flight?” she called out.
partner, she got out of bed and
made her way to the bathroom. “Yeah,” came the answer. “It
When she emerged a moment leaves in an hour.”
later, it was to find the room
awash with light and David She walked back into the beddashing about, looking for room and put his things in the
clothes and, upon finding them, bag, then zipped it. David
flinging them into his duffel pulled it off of the bed, letting
it hit the floor with a loud
bag.
thump! before picking it up. A
She stopped his panic driven horn honked from out front and
actions with a hand on his arm. Maddie glanced out the window
At her touch, he jumped, turn- and raised her eyebrows at the
ing quickly to face her. Maddie sight of a cab.
felt shock register on her face at
the expression of fear and utter “I would have driven you,” she
helplessness on his features. said, walking with him down
Opening her arms, Maddie the stairs.
(Continued on pg. 41)
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They reached the front door and
David turned to face her. “There’s
no reason for both of us to be up
at this ungodly hour. . . . and on a
Saturday, no less.” He gave her a
lingering kiss. “Go back to bed.”
Maddie sighed. “I won’t be able
to.” At his inquisitive look, she
shrugged and gave a small smile.
Who else it could possibly be?
Not David’s family, who were all
at work, not even aware that a
vital part of them – as well as her
– lay dead on a runway over a
thousand miles away. Although,
she supposed, one of them could
have seen it on the news. Except
she didn’t think that the news was
on in the middle of the day.
It could’ve been the office, calling out of concern. Agnes always
did that when Maddie missed a
day. A smile flitted across her
face at this thought, only to be
replaced a second later with a
look of horror.

Dear God, she had just smiled.
Her partner, lover, best friend,
was dead, and she was smiling.
What kind of person did that
make her?
Maddie pushed this thought to
the back of her mind, painfully
aware that it would fester and
grow in intensity and present
itself to her at a later date. She
knew she needed to call the Addison family and let them know,
but she couldn’t bring herself to
pick up the phone.
Silent tears had been making their
melancholy way down her cheeks
since the airport, but now, sitting
on her couch, watching her
answering machine’s light blink,
she bent her head and, resting it
on her knees, Maddie sobbed.
She felt better afterward and
slowly wiped the back of her hand
across her red, puffy eyes. She
sighed and reached for the phone.

It was now or never.
Instead of picking up the phone,
however, Maddie’s hand once
again hovered over the button
labeled “play” on the answering
machine. She couldn’t ignore it
forever, and she found the thought
of hearing his voice one last time
would be more of a comfort,
rather than agony.
With this thought running through
her head again and again, Maddie
rewound the tape and pressed
play before the doubts could
return.
Madolyn Hayes grinned, tears
once again coursing down her
face, as she heard the most beautiful words in the world:
“Maddie, it’s me. I missed my
flight.”

After this issue, Moonlighting Strangers will become a
quarterly. This will give people more time to submit and
contribute to the fanzine. The next issue will be scheduled to come out in late October. Please send any original work to: ceetay@earthlink.net
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ing more unmistakable theme song that was
than a dirty composed by Richard Israel in
joke created 1976. The hillbilly sound of that
by Little song is really very comical!
Richard
u n t i l David refers to another TV show,
Dorothy La The Love Boat. Throughout GunBostrie and fight. . . he tells Maddie about
Joe Lubin his latest great ideas, which are all
cleaned up based on The Love Boat. Also,
the lyrics. each of his ideas comes complete
The song with a similar theme song. The
became a original Love Boat theme was
huge suc- written by Paul Williams &
cess and launched Little Charles Fox and was recorded by
Maddie and David are about to embark on
Richard into a legendary Jack Jones in 1977.
their first case – finding a hit man.
music career. It's funny
(Continued on pg. 43)
Gunfight at the So-So Corral how a group of silly words that
includes music that's light, fun meant very little to
and amusing. It also sets a him changed his life.
Tutti Frutti
Moonlighting trend of incorpo- It makes me think of
rating some great oldies into the Maddie & Blue Moon
Wop bop a loo bop a lop bam boom!
episodes. The theme song for - her detective agency
Tutti frutti, oh rutti
this episode (sung by Al Jarreau) was just some bogus
Tutti frutti, oh rutti
is just slightly different from the business she was
Tutti frutti, oh rutti
theme song in The Pilot. The ver- ready to get rid of,
Tutti frutti, oh rutti
sion from Gunfight at the So- until David convinced
Tutti frutti, oh rutti
So Corral is used until the first her that she needed to
Wop bop a loo bop a lop bam boom!
episode of Season four, where hold on to it. It
another variation was used.
changed her life
I got a gal named Sue
entirely.
She knows just what to do
As the episode begins, Maddie
I got a gal named Sue
is awakened by her alarm clock to When Maddie arrives
She knows just what to do
Tutti Frutti. The music continues at Blue Moon she is
She rocks to the East, she rocks to the West
as she anxiously makes her way disappointed to see
She’s the gal that I love best
to Blue Moon for her first day that there is no work
on the job. I can't say I know to be done and
Tutti frutti . . . (Repeat Chorus)
why this particular song was David's attention is
chosen or that another song focused on daytime
I got a gal named Daisy
would have been better, but this television. Today this
She almost drives me crazy
is a really great song. It was means endless talk
Got a gal named Daisy
written and recorded in 1955 by shows, but in the 80's
She almost drives me crazy,
Richard
Penniman,
more it was all about game
She knows how to love me, yes indeed
famously known as Little shows.
David is
Boy you don't know what she's doin' to me
Richard.
watching a very popular one, Family
Tutti frutti . . . (Repeat Chorus)
Originally, Tutti Frutti was noth- Feud, which has an
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All blacktop and new
Drive on in
We're expecting you

The Love Boat Theme

Love
Exciting and new
Come aboard
We're expecting you
And love
Life's sweetest reward
Let it flow
It floats back to you

The Love Boat
Soon will be making another run
The Love Boat
Promises something for everyone
Set a course for adventure
Your mind on a new romance

And Love
Won't hurt anymore
It's an open smile
On a friendly shore
It's love
Welcome aboard

His third idea is for a Broadway
play, Train Station. However,
Maddie guesses the title before
he can reveal it, making him not
want to play that game anymore.
So, unfortunately, no theme
song. On the DVD version of
The Pilot, Moonlighting creator
Glenn Gordon Caron revealed
that the take on The Love Boat
theme was to "zing" producer
Aaron Spelling, who was
responsible for many successful
TV shows at the time such as
Charlie's Angels, Hart to Hart,
T.J. Hooker, Dynasty, Hotel,
Fantasy Island and (of course)
The Love Boat.
Apparently, Mr. Spelling was
very un-amused. I believe he
was the only one. While working on their first case, David and
Maddie are led to a rough-looking drinking establishment called
"The Anvil". Before David will
allow Maddie to set foot inside,
he insists that she look more like
the clientele.
After Maddie
unbuttons a button and shakes
her "do," David asks to see her
walk. Naturally, he can't help
but to sing the first lines of the
extremely catchy Do Wah Diddy
Diddy.

It's love

Cont’d
popular in the United States as
part of the 60's "British
Invasion" that also included The
Beatles and The Rolling Stones.
Manfred Mann had no intention
of recording Do Wah Diddy
Diddy, but finally did at their
record label's urging. It became
a huge hit in several countries.
When Maddie and David enter
"The Anvil" a fabulous R&B
classic can be heard called Knock
on Wood. It was written in 1965
by Eddie Floyd and Steve
Cropper.
Eddie Floyd first
recorded it even though it was
originally intended for Otis
Redding. Mr. Redding went on
to record it anyway in 1967,
making it a hit on both the R&B
and Pop charts. Other artists
recorded it as well such as: Ella
Fitzgerald, Ike & Tina Turner,
Tyrone Davis, and Tom Jones.
Eventually, a very flashy disco
version was recorded by Amii
Stewart. Knock on Wood has
proven itself to be a popular song
with staying power.
This song describes David's feelings about Maddie at this point
in their business and their personal relationship. It's clearly
apparent in the first two lines, "I
don't want to lose, this good
thing."
(Continued on pg. 44)

The song was written in 1964 by Jeff
Barry and Ellie
Greenwich, who
had by that time
David's first idea is for a hit TV written quite a few
show, Bus Station:
hit songs including
Buses
Be My Baby by The
All shiny and new
Ronettes (but we'll
Come aboard
talk more about
We're waiting for you:
that later). Do Wah
Diddy Diddy was
His second idea is for a feature recorded
by
film, Parking Lot:
Manfred Mann, a
Parking Lot
band that became David prepares Maddie for her first “undercover”
assignment.
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Do Wah Diddy Diddy
There she was just a-walking
down the street singin'
Do wah diddy diddy dum diddy do
Snapping her fingers and a-shuffling
her feet singin'
Do wah diddy diddy dum diddy do
She looked good (looked good)
She looked fine (looked fine)
She looked good, she looked fine
And I nearly lost my mind
Before I knew it she was
walking next to me singin'
Do wah diddy diddy dum diddy do
Holding my hand just as natural
as can be singin'
Do wah diddy diddy dum diddy do
We walked on (walked on)
To my door (my door)
We walked on to my door
Then we kissed a little more
Woah, woah
I knew we were falling in love
Yes I did
So I told her all the things
I've been dreaming of
Now we're together nearly
every single day singin'
Do wah diddy diddy dum diddy do
We're so happy and that's how
we're gonna stay singin'
Do wah diddy diddy dum diddy do
Well I'm hers (I'm hers)
She's mine (she's mine)
I'm hers, she's mine
Wedding bells are gonna chime

Maddie's commitment to the
business is still up in the air.
He's keeping his fingers
crossed, he's "knocking on
wood" for good luck to come
his way, hoping Maddie will
not bail out on the business and
out of his life.
The last song heard in this
episode comes from a car radio
being listened to by David as he
waits for Maddie's return. This
song definitely has an 80's New
Wave sound, but for some
reason, I just cannot find an
artist or title for it. I've spent
hours
listening to and
researching this little piece of
music and I've come up with
nothing. If you know what this
song is, please put me out of my
misery and let me in on it,
okay? This song continues to
be trapped in my head and will
continue to torment me until I
know what it is.
Music from Moonlighting's
sweet beginnings includes
some enjoyable sounds. Listen
to them often and you can't
help but to picture Maddie &
David in their newfound friendship and ready to take on just
about anything!

Since Read the Mind. . . See
The Movie didn’t have any
music, Michelle will focus on
the music of, The Next Murder
You Hear.

Cont’d

Knock On Wood
I don't want to lose
This good thing
That I got
'Cause if I do
I will surely
Surely lose a lot
'Cause her love is better
Than any love I knowIt's like thunder
And lightning
The way you love me is frightening
I better knock
On wood
Baby
I'm not superstitious
About ya
But I can't take no chance
You got me spinnin', baby
Baby, I'm in a trance
'Cause your love is better
Than any love I know
It's like thunder
And lightning
The way you love me is frightening
I better knock
On wood
Baby
It's no secret
That woman
Is my loving cup
'Cause she sees
To it
That I get enough
Just one touch
From her
You know it means so much
It's like thunder
And lightning
The way you love me is frightening
I better knock
On wood
Baby
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By Pam Hardin
ACT I
The scene opens as Maddie enters
her doctor's office with her doctor
following behind her. The doctor
closes the office door and sits
behind the desk, looking at
Maddie's medical file. She sits in
the chair directly in front of the
desk.

mother's weight, along with the
data from sonograms.

rate of failure. And there was that
one time . . .

Maddie: What does that mean?

Doctor (trying to get Maddie's
attention back): Maddie, did you
have any other questions?

Doctor: In your case, that will
push your due date back by close to
three weeks.

Maddie (very surprised): So I was
wrong in my original. . . (Her voice
Doctor: That should complete the trails off)
examination for today. Everything
looks great. Your weight, the meas- Doctor (looking at the sonogram
urement of the baby, and the sono- data in front of her): I would say
gram, of course. I've reviewed the that based on today's sonogram,
records from your previous doctor, you conceived approximately three
and everything seems consistent. I weeks later than was originally
am just sorry that the baby wasn't estimated.
in position to tell you if you have a
little boy or girl.
Maddie: Three weeks? Are you
sure?
Maddie (smiles and nods): Oh,
well. I guess we'll find out soon Doctor: Yes, reasonably. By this
enough.
point in the pregnancy, the due date
is usually amazingly accurate.
The doctor continues to look at the Today's sonogram would indicate
file as she talks to Maddie.
that you're in your twenty first
week. In layman's terms, that's
Doctor: It does, however, look like just over five months along.
we'll need to adjust your due date (Pauses looking at Maddie) Well,
slightly.
unless you have any other questions, I'll see you next time.
Maddie (looking puzzled): What?
Why is that?
As the doctor finishes making notes
in her file, Maddie's mind wanders
Doctor: It happens quite fre- back to an earlier doctor's appointquently. The first due date given in ment in Chicago. Maddie thought
the earliest stages of pregnancy she had estimated accurately. But
often need to be adjusted as the if she had miscalculated, that meant
pregnancy progresses. By this . . . she became lost in her own
point in the pregnancy, we can usu- thoughts. She had always been so
ally determine a more accurate due careful, or so she thought. But all
date using the baby's measurement, birth control methods have some

Maddie (talking mostly to herself):
Five months. . . . That was right
before I left for . . . (Then turning
back to the doctor) No. Thank
you, Doctor. I'll see you next time.
Maddie gets up to leave the office
with a blank stare as scene moves
into the Blue Moon Office.
~~~~~~~~~~
Maddie's theme begins as Maddie
walks slowly down the hall to the
Blue Moon office. She's exhausted
from the lack of sleep lately.
Before she reaches the office, she
looks around the hallway to make
sure no one is there. Then she
looks at herself in the reflection in
the window of a vacant office in the
corridor. She hadn't gained an
awful lot of weight yet. In fact,
from the waist up, she didn't see any
change at all in her appearance,
aside from the tired look in her
eyes. What weight she had gained
was centered on the growing
"pooch" that had developed in her
middle section. Between that, plus
all that she had on her mind, she
couldn't remember the last good
night's sleep she had. She continues to the Blue Moon office, pausing briefly before opening the door,
forces herself to pick up her pace
(Continued on pg. 46)
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and change her expression as she
walks in.

Maddie (somewhat distracted) She
does not respond.

wouldn't mind feeling behind, as
long as it's yours.

The phone at Agnes' desk is ringing,
but Maddie doesn't see anyone
there. Suddenly, Agnes and Bert
pop up, giggling, while the phone
continues to ring. When they see
Maddie, they immediately separate,
straightening their clothes, as Agnes
picks up the phone, which has
already stopped ringing.

Maddie (to Agnes, ignoring David):
I'll be in my office.

Maddie (looking at her mail, exacerbated): David, What is it?

Agnes: Yes, Ms. Hayes.

David: You tell me. You sleep late?
Have a late date? Have a sleep over
date?

Maddie (too preoccupied to care):
Good Morning, Ms.
DiPesto.

Maddie (getting seated behind her

Maddie goes into her office and
starts to close the door behind her,
but David catches up in time to slide
in before the door closes.

Maddie: If you must know, I had a
doctor's appointment, ok? I had to
get my medical records transferred
here from the doctor in Chicago.
Satisfied?

We wouldn't want anyone in this office to have David (still looking

Agnes: Good Morning, Ms. Hayes.

her over): Yeah, I'm
satisfied. So. What's
a p e r s o n a l r e l a t i o n s h i p . A n d w e c e r t a i n l y the verdict? Is it a
Maddie: Any mesbaby? Or did the
sages?
doctor just suggest
wouldn't want the agency affected by a per- that you start passing
Agnes
(handing
on desserts from now
Maddie her mail): Just
on?
Mr. Addison. He's sonal relationship. Gotta set a good example.
been out here every
Maddie (dismissively
five minutes all mornas she continues to
ing asking about you. (She looks at desk): David, we really have to do look over her mail): It went fine.
the watch around her neck) He's something about Mr. Viola and Ms. Good. (And then more hesitantly)
just about due . . .
DiPesto. I think their personal She just did a sonogram, you know,
relationship is affecting their . . . took my weight, measurements.
David sticks his head out of his professional relationship. I don't Normal stuff.
office.
think it sets a good example. . . .
(Pauses and glances towards her David: Oh. Well, good. I guess I'll
David: Ms. DiPesto, Is she . . . (then door) Can't they do that at home? get out of your hair then. Got the
looking at Bert, and then Maddie):
new double issue of Beach Bimbos.
Cheer up, Bert. She's got mater- David (sitting on the corner of her Should make for some good ogling
nity leave coming up. (Raises his desk): Right. We wouldn't want practice, you know, with summer
eyebrows) It'll be like a three- anyone in this office to have a per- coming up and all...
month recess.
sonal relationship. And we certainly wouldn't want the agency Maddie (still not looking up): Ok.
Bert just smiles as he heads back to affected by a personal relationship. Have fun.
his desk.
Gotta set a good example. (Looks
in the camera and rolls his eyes)
(Then as he turns to leave)
David meets Maddie at Agnes' desk.
Maddie (starts to respond but she Maddie (trying to gather her
David: Well, Good Afternoon, sol- decides to drop it): David, I'm really courage and still sound casual):
dier. We were just about to mark behind. What do you want?
Hey, it looks like I'll have a few
you as AWOL. Luckily, I still have
extra weeks to
all the numbers of all the local cab David: Maybe you wouldn't feel
companies, airports, and train sta- so behind, if you stopped taking
tions handy, just in case you take off mornings off. (And then looking
again.
down towards her behind) I sure
(Continued on pg. 47)
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get ready for this motherhood
thing. I mean, I hate to disappoint
you and Viola. I know how anxious you two are for my maternity
leave to start.
David smiles, but then takes his
hand off the doorknob and looks
back at her.

David (smirks): When the space- She pushes him out the door. As
man was back up in orbit, probably she heads back to her desk, she
half way to Mars or some place.
decides, instead, to stretch out on
her couch for a few minutes,
Maddie rolls her eyes, not appre- hoping to get a second wind before
ciating his reference to Sam.
the client is due. But she barely
closes her eyes when there is a
David (smiling): It was that time in knock at her office door.
the closet, wasn't it? I knew it was
too dark to . . .
Maddie: Yes?

David: What do you mean?
Maddie (embarrassed): Well, we Agnes (pokes her head in): There's
Maddie (still trying to look inter- always knew it was a possibility, a woman here to see you. Is this a
ested in her mail, but
bad time?
wondering if David
understands what she
Maddie (sighs, lookis trying NOT to say): David (smiling): It was that time in the closet, ing at her watch): The
Well, it's just that the
client? She's early.
doctor pushed the due
Please show her in.
date back a few weeks, wasn't it? I knew it was too dark to . . .
that's all.
Agnes closes the door
behind her. Maddie
David (immediately getgets up, straightens her
ting the significance of this news): didn't we?
clothes and takes a deep breath.
A few? What's a few?
David (sarcastically): Yeah. Know- Seconds later, Agnes shows the
Maddie (STILL acting casually ing what I know about birds and client in to Maddie's office. David
although she does look up at him bees, I did. That is, until you came follows her in without an invitafinally): Oh, two or three weeks. I'll back swearing that I had nothing to tion from Maddie.
need all the time I can get to get do with the whole shindig. What
ready.
happened to safe?
Maddie (extending her hand):
Hello, I'm Madolyn Hayes, and this
David (forcing her to look directly Maddie: Ok. So maybe, I was is my . . . (After all this time, she
at him): Maddie, are you telling wrong . . .
always hesitates here.) partner,
me what I think you're telling me?
David Addison.
David: Maybe? (Shakes his head
Maddie (still evasive, wanting to and laughs)
David (to the client): Hello again.
avoid this conversation with him):
(Looking at Maddie) We met out
What David? What are you talking Maddie: Can we do this later? Or there. (David points to the outer
about?
not do this at all? I'm beat, and I office.)
have a lot to do. (She looks at her
David: You know what I am talk- watch.) You know that we have a Client (looking at Maddie): Hello.
ing about. And you know what client coming in at noon.
My name is Samantha Wally . .
this means as well as I do. Do I
.Sam.
have to do the math for you? That David: Noon? What about lunch?
would mean you got pregnant . . . You and junior need to get your Maddie: Won't you please sit
nourishment, you know.
down, Ms. Wally?
Maddie stops him before he can
finish the statement.
Maddie: Out. Out! We'll talk later, Sam is an attractive blond woman
ok?
with shoulder length hair. She is
Maddie (getting agitated): All
around 35 years old, tall, almost
right. All right. Yes, I know what David (smirking): Ok, you're the glamorous, and very well dressed.
it means. It means I probably got boss, and I know how much you She is polite, but, even in her inipregnant a few weeks later than I like being on top.
tial greeting, seems a bit formal.
thought.
David and Maddie give each other
Maddie cringes.
a quick
(Continued on pg. 48)
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glance, noticing the familiarity of the
client's name.
Maddie: Hello, Ms. Wally. What
can we do for you?

Maddie: Go on, Ms. Wally.

ularly when you get to a certain
age?

Sam (sighs) I knew it wasn't right.
I mean, he was sleeping with the
boss. I hated it, and I loved it at the
same time. We were just so attracted
to each other. I just couldn't seem
to end it. Well, anyway, we were
as different as night and day. The
funny thing is we fought all the
time. About nothing and about
everything. He was fun, a little
reckless, maybe. Maybe that's what
attracted me to him.

Maddie nods as if she's been there.

Sam: So, Rick went along with me
as my "date." That's when he met
Terry for the first time. So, I guess
I feel kind of responsible. . . . Rick
and I were trying to figure out our
David and Maddie exchange
"relationship." We were kind of in
glances again.
limbo, but I still wanted to try to be
friends. He and Terry just hit it
David: What can we do for your
off. I mean, Terry never had any
sister, Ms. Wally?
problem getting dates. She's cute,
Maddie and David both nod, not fun. Not loose . . . just fun. I've
Sam: She has a baby. An adorable looking at each other. While they always been able to attract men,
little girl. And I want you to find the listen to her story, they glance at but somehow, I've never found it
baby's father.
easy to get close . . .
emotionally. Maybe I
Maddie: Your I knew it wasn't right. I mean, he was sleeping was just scared. But not
sister doesn't
Terry . . . I just never
know where the
expected them to get
baby's father is? with the boss. I hated it, and I loved it at the involved. The funny
thing is that I was never
Sam: No, I want
sure Rick was really the
you to find him same time. We were just so attracted to each one for me. At least, not
for me.
the kind of guy I always
imagined myself with. I
Maddie
and other. I just couldn't seem to end it.
guess I just didn't want
David look at
him with anybody else
her, waiting for
either, especially my
more.
each other, both struck by a sense little sister. The truth is, it hurt to see
of deja vu.
them together . . . Well, one thing
Sam: You see, I managed this
lead to another with them . . .
restaurant. And Rick, the baby's David: Yeah, well, I guess it could
father, was already a bartender at the get complicated.
She pauses as if that is the end of the
place when I took the job there. He
story.
helped me run the place. He'd stay Maddie (embarrassed) gives him a
after closing to help me do the look that tells him he's hit a nerve Maddie: And?
books, the inventory, you know? with her.
Later on, we would just hang around
Sam: And now I want to find him.
the restaurant and talk. As we got to Maddie: Go on, Ms. Wally.
I have some pictures of him. (She
know each other, we started doing
hands two snapshots to Maddie)
things together. We didn't even Sam: It got very complicated. We His name is Rick . . . Richard
really date. At first, we would just didn't tell anyone. I guess I was Modell.
go to dinner, then family gather- kind of embarrassed about the
ings . . . a couple of weddings, whole thing. But, I know people at David: Modell? As in "model?"
things like that. Things just kind of the restaurant were whispering.
happened between us. I guess you Then, one time we went out to Sam (nods): With an extra "L." Mwould say we had an affair, although dinner with my family. I'm the O-D-E-L-L.
I never considered myself the kind oldest, you know? And do you
of person who has affairs.
know how it feels to always show up
at family gatherings alone, particSam: Well, it's not really me. I'm
here about my sister Terry. Teresa,
actually . . . I call her Terry.
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She pauses for a moment as Maddie
looks at the photos. They showed a
man with an appealing smile, and
what looked to be slightly thinning
hair. His age was hard to judge. He
was good looking, though maybe
not in the traditional GQ way. But
his face, his look, definitely exuded
sex appeal.Maddie: Go on, Ms.
Wally. . . . But before she could
continue, David spoke up.
David (to Maddie): Ms. Hayes,
could I speak to you for a moment,
please? (And then to Sam) Will
you excuse us for just a moment,
please, Ms. Wally?
Sam (slightly surprised by his interruption): Certainly.
David lightly takes Maddie's arm
and escorts her outside the closed
door of her office. In the background, Agnes and Bert are huddled again by her desk, whispering
and giggling. When they see
Maddie and David, they both jump
back and go back to their desks.
Maddie and David ignore them, and
face each other, nearly nose to nose
outside Maddie's door.
David (looking up and mimicking
the Twilight Zone theme.) I know it's
a little early in the show for our
"Should We Take the Case" scene,
but we need to get this in before
the first commercial break. Maddie,
this whole thing is giving me a super
size case of deja vu, (and then looking Maddie up and down) . . . heavy
on the vu. I know this is usually
your line, but I don't think we should
take this case.
Maddie: David, don't you think we
should hear her whole story before
we decide if we should take the
case?

the ending. What do you say we
wait for the video?
Maddie: David.

have to juggle some things around.
As Maddie heads back into her
office, David looks into the camera:
You’re right, the other case will
probably last at least a few more
episodes. I love multi-tasking . . .

David: Look, that woman just rattled off the names of every person
the two us have encountered in the
past five years. There are Sam’s Maddie (back in her office and
and Terry's, Wally’s and Richards. . addressing Sam): Ok, Ms. Wally.
. . Hell, there's
We'll take the
even a baby.
case. But, I
Which reminds me
have a few
. . . we still need to . . . we still need to get back ques . . .
get back to the
little thing we
Sam:
Oh,
started, say, about to the little thing we started, that's great.
five months ago
Listen, I gotta
(looks down at her
run. If you
stomach) . . . say, about five months ago need anything
before our lives
more, please
just started to flash
give me a call.
before your office (looks down at her stom- My address
in there.
and phone
number are on
Maddie (rolling ach) . . . before our lives that
paper
her eyes): David!
with the picOk, so some of the
tures.
names are the just started to flash before
same. It's a coinSam rushes
cidence. . . .
out before
your office in there.
Maddie can
David: A coincisay another
dence?
Huh!
w o r d .
That's an underStunned, she
statement.
just looks back at David.
Maddie: David!
David: Maddie!
Maddie: David, I'm going back in
there to hear her out. Are you
coming?

Maddie: Talk about a cliffhanger. I
feel like there are major holes in
this plot so far . . .
David: Keep watching. I'm sure
it'll be continued.
Scene Ends.

David: Well, seeing as though I
just got handed this new "case" earlier today (looking at her stomach
again), it looks like I'm going to be
pretty booked up. . . .

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
COMMERCIAL BREAK
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

David: Maddie, I feel like I'm
watching "This is Your Life, Maddie
and David," and I don't want to spoil

Maddie just leers at him.
David (rolls his eyes): Ok, I'll just

(Continued on pg. 50)
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ACT II

Maddie: He's a scumbag.

snatched him up.

Scene in the Beamer. It is later the
same afternoon. David is driving.

David: And why do you say that?

Maddie (looks at him): She snatched
him? It was her own sister! If he
were any kind of a man, he would
have respected the relationship he
was in and . . .

Maddie: We need more. More
details. More information. More
everything.
David: More?
Maddie: More. Like why does she
want to find him, for starters?
David: Maddie, this isn't a case,
it's a soap opera. Tune in for today's
episode . . .
Maddie: Well, if you hadn't interrupted her to drag me out of the
office while she was telling us the
story . . .
David: You saw how fast she high
tailed out of there. Anyway, I got the
drift of it. And I heard enough to
know that we don't want this case. I
mean, we're living this case, right?
I'm already getting my Sam’s mixed
up with my Samantha’s, my Terry's
with my Teresa's. And I don't even
want to talk about Richard . . . I had
all I could take of that in my childhood.

Maddie: Where should I start? He's
a bum. He's irresponsible. He was
in a relationship with this poor
woman. Then he hits on her own
sister, right in front her, and then
hits the road when the sister got
pregnant. A scumbag!
David: You don't know that. First
of all, that so-called "relationship"
was already heading south when he
met this other woman. You heard
her, Maddie, the broad didn't know
what she wanted. Didn't want him,
but didn't want him with anyone
else. And how do we even know if
he's the father anyway? Sounds like
the kind of babe that gets around, and
those things can be pretty hard to pin
down, you know.
Maddie: Typical man.
David: And anyway, what's she
doing parading the merchandise in
front of other potential buyers when
she's still in the mood to haggle?
Maddie: And what does that mean?
They just went to dinner with her

Maddie: David,
we took the case, Y o u h e a r d h e r , M a d d i e , t h e b r o a d
so let's just work
on it, ok?

didn't know what she wanted.

David: Fine.
Maddie: Fine.
David: Good!

Didn't want him, but didn't want
him with anyone else.

David: I guess that's your s idea of
a relationship. Sneaking around . .
. Can't make up her mind . . .
Maddie: David Addison, You are a
...
David: What? A man? I know, I
know. Men are pigs. She's so innocent. Yeah. Yeah. Yeah.
Maddie just seethes, but doesn't say
anything.
David: Ok, look, since this conversation is starting to sound like a
re-run, can we change the channel,
and do some follow up work on
Case number 1? You know, the one
we started this morning?
Maddie (still angry): What are you
talking about?
David: You know. Follow up.
You've been a detective for a long
time now, Maddie. You know about
follow up. What surprises me is
that, being the good detective that
you are, I'm really surprised that
you were ready to nab the wrong
culprit. . . . What'd you think Sam
would look better in stripes than
me? I mean, your Sam this time, just
in case you're checking your cast
of characters. Maybe we should
give everybody numbers to keep
them straight?

Maddie: Good!
Maddie: I will
admit, though, this case feels a little
slimy. The guy is a scumbag.

family!

David: What?

David: It means you can't have it
both ways. While she was dickering, some other smart shopper

Maddie (out loud to herself as he
keeps talking): Here we go. For the
life of me I can't figure how I let
this happen to me. I'm fairly intelligent, right? So, how could I have
missed it? I mean, where was the
fork in
(Continued on pg. 51)
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the road? Where did I go left when
all the signs said "Go Right, Go
Right?" I guess I never was very
good with a road map. Somewhere
there were big arrows pointing . . .
but did I see them?
David and Maddie simultaneously:
What? What did you say?
Maddie: David, what are you talking about?
David: The case! I mean Case #1.
Shouldn't we finish talking about
it?
Maddie: There is only one case.
You remember, Sam? I mean . . .
Sam, the client . . .Samantha.
Anyway, we're going to need more
than a name and a couple of pictures to find this guy. And since
you interrupted her, and our initial
calls haven't turned up much. The
only thing to do is to go and see
her to find out what else she can
tell us.

watching her stumble over that
name.

Sam: Yes, I think so. Everyone
called her Jill.

Maddie (under her breath, but
making sure David hears her): I
can't wait until we run across a "Jillian."

David (to Maddie under his breath):
Don't say it.

David (under his breath): What are
the chances?

Sam: We were pretty close for
awhile, but we . . . kind of . . . lost
touch.

Sam doesn't react to this little
exchange between them.
Maddie (to Sam): Sam. We made
some calls inquiring about Richard
Modell. The Police and the DMV.
But, I'm afraid we haven't come up
with anything yet. At least there's
no police record locally.

Maddie just smiles.

Maddie (gently): Sam, don't you
think that it's up to your sister to
decide if she wants her child to see
her father?
David: Forgive me for saying this,
Sam, but are you sure he is the
baby's father?

Maddie (smiling but uneasy, since
she isn't much more comfortable
with Wally): Sure. Fine. Sam.

Sam: If it
Maddie gives him
were that
another look that
easy,
I W e l l , l i k e I s a i d , w e tells him he just
could've
drifted across the
found him
line between their
m y s e l f . w o r k e d t o g e t h e r , o r business and perThat's why
sonal lives. She is
I
hired
uncomfortable that
detectives. r a t h e r h e w o r k e d f o r m e . the two have become
so intertwined.
Maddie:
Ms. Wally .
Sam: I'm reasonably
. . Sam, is there anything else you sure. She told me so, and Terry
can tell us? Anything at all? We and I are very close, Mr. Addison.
were hoping to get some more background information.
Maddie silently ponders that word.
Reasonably. That's the word the
Sam: Well, like I said, we worked doctor used when adjusting her due
together, or rather he worked for date this morning. Her mind snaps
me. Of course, he's long gone from back to the conversation at hand.
there, but I guess I should have
given you the name of the restaurant. David: That doesn't always mean
He left without any notice at all.
Just disappeared. I stayed on Maddie (cuts him off immediately,
awhile, and then I left, too. Too smiling): Sam, can you tell us why
much history there. (She hesitates) you want to find him? Any inforI also know that he had an affair mation you can give us might help
with another woman there after I in our investigation.
left.
Sam (answering David's question
Maddie: Do you have her name?
rather than Maddie's): She wouldn't lie to me about something as
Sam: It's Jill Davis.
important as this, Mr. Addison.

David can't help but smirk again,

Maddie: Jill? As in Jillian?

David: And what about Case #1?
Maddie (leers at him): Just drive.
(Looking at the road, a road map in
her lap) It should be right up here.
David pulls up in front of an upper
middle class home in a residential
neighborhood. He and Maddie get
out and walk up to the door. Sam
sees them through the window and
meets them at the door.
After the greetings, they sit in a
small, elegant, and very formal
living room.
Maddie: Ms. Wally . . .
Sam: Why don't you just call me
Sam?

(Continued on pg. 52)
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Maddie gets little frustrated that her
question is being ignored while
David pursues his own line of questioning.

separate the business from the per- Maddie: Don't you think he might
sonal. Don't we, Ms. Hayes?
change if he knew he was a father?
(Maddie wasn't sure if she was
Maddie (uncomfortable with this asking the question about Richard or
conversation): Yes. We certainly David)
David: And does he know?
do, Mr. Addison.
Sam doesn't have a chance to answer.
Sam: I don't know what he knows. Maddie (to Sam): It's fine. Don't
Maddie (without waiting
David (mumbling): The
for an answer to her first
father's always the last . . .
question): Sam, don't you
(His voice trails off)
B u t w i t h t h i s l a t e s t r e v e l a t i o n b y t h e think you'd be better off
going to a lawyer?
Sam begins to pick up on
the awkward glances d o c t o r t h i s m o r n i n g , i t o c c u r s t o h e r Sam: I've tried that. But a
between Maddie and
lawyer can't really help if
David.
we can't find him. So I
t h a t c l i e n t s m i g h t w o n d e r a b o u t h e r thought, who's better at
Sam (looks at Maddie, as if
finding missing persons
just realizing she is pregthan a detective? And,
nant): Look, Ms. Hayes, r e l a t i o n s h i p w i t h D a v i d , g i v e n h e r besides, they need the
when I came first came into
money. They're struggling.
your office, I didn't know
I've tried to help, but I
you were . . . If this case is o b v i o u s c o n d i t i o n .
really can't . . .I mean, it's
uncomfortable for you two,
bad enough the baby doesthen . . .
n't have a father around.
you worry, Sam.
At least, he could help support her.
She glances just long enough at
Maddie's stomach that Maddie Maddie tries again: But, if we knew Maddie: Well, I guess that gives a
understands her implication. Maddie why you want to find this man, it little more to go on. We'll go now,
is suddenly embarrassed. She may give us some direction. . . some and let you know what we find out.
guesses that Sam has figured out understanding . . .
Just one more thing. . . . Where is
that David is her baby's father.
Terry in all this? Maybe if we could
Somehow, although unmarried, she Sam (hesitates): Well, he owes us. . talk to her . . .
was never self-conscience about . . He owes Terry some money. A lot
her pregnancy. But with this latest of money. I guess she was naive Sam (slightly evasive): I want to
revelation by the doctor this morn- enough to think she'd get it back, leave her out of this.
ing, it occurs to her that clients might even after things with them ended.
wonder about her relationship with He just left. Rick was the kind of guy With that, David and Maddie get up
David, given her obvious condition. who couldn't settle down. Wouldn't to leave.
grow up. There were times that I
Sam (continues): Well, it just hit me thought he had changed, but it was
that with you expecting a baby, that always a problem between us. I
this might hit a little too close to guess, we were always trying to Scene Ends
home. (She looks at David) I don't change each other. But Terry never
mean to get too personal, or imply seemed to mind. She just accepted ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
anything. It's just that some people it. He treated it like a fling, but now
might be bothered by a situation like there's a baby to think about.
COMMERCIAL BREAK
this, you know, with baby in the
middle. . . . I guess not everyone David: Sounds like he didn't take it ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
gets the white picket fence.
very well.
David: No, they don't. But this just
happens to be right up our alley.
And in our business, we learn to

Sam: I told you. He just took off
before she even found out. He just
wasn't the "commitment" type.

(Continued on pg. 53)
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Act III

Adeline: Well, I'm afraid that we
couldn't give out that kind of inforScene in the Beamer. Maddie is driv- mation even if we did have it. Maddie: No. We'd just like to talk to
ing now. She hands David a map.
Employee records are confidential. them.
But, I understand he left rather . . . sudDavid: I don't need a map.
denly.
Adeline (hesitating and looking
around to make sure no one hears):
Maddie: Just like a man. And just David: Ms. Madison, do you have an Look, I haven't been here long myself,
how do you expect to find this place? employee here by the name of Jill and I don't know what's going on,
You want to stop and ask for direc- Davis?
but I might be able to get a message
tions?
to Jill, if you want to leave your
Maddie (correcting him): Jillian number. She still has friends here.
David: Are you kidding? Yuk! Davis.
Besides, I always heard that pregDavid: Thank you. We'd appreciate
nant women get like an ESP thing, Adeline: Why do you ask?
that.
kind of like a "Sixth Sense." By the
way, that has a nice ring to it. Would David: We'd like to talk to her.
Adeline: I can't promise anything, but
make a good movie title . . .
I'll see what I can do.
Adeline: I've heard her name, but she
Maddie: Read the map.
doesn't work here anymore either.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
And as I said, we don't give out inforDavid: I guess it has nothing to do mation about former or current Scene shifts to Blue Moon Office the
with directions.
employees. I tell you, there certainly next morning. Maddie and David sit
have been a lot of people through in his office with Jillian Davis. She
Maddie (frustrated): Men!
here lately asking questions. I've told is probably in her late twenties, maybe
them all the same thing.
thirty, quite pretty, with short dark
David directs Maddie to make various
hair, and shy in demeanor.
turns through a suburban area until David: Other people have been
they see the restaurant. It is nearly asking questions?
Maddie: We really appreciate your
deserted. A woman greets them at
coming in so quickly, Ms. Davis. I
the door.
Adeline: Yes. A man came by not hope we didn't inconvenience you
too long ago. Looked something like too much.
David: Good Afternoon. May we you (pointing to David). And then a
speak with the manager?
woman was by here another day while Jill: Not at all. I'm not due in at
I was here. Looked something like work until later, so it was no problem
Woman: I am the manager.
you (pointing to Maddie).
to stop by. I got a message that you
were asking about me. What's this
David: We're looking for a man who Maddie: Were they asking about Ms. about?
worked here a few years ago. Richard Davis?
Modell? Is there anyone we could talk
Maddie: Ms. Davis, the reason we
to who might be able to provide us David: Or Mr. Modell?
wanted to talk to you is that we were
with some information on him?
hired by Ms. Samantha Wally.
Adeline: Yes (looking at Maddie)
Woman: Who are you?
and Yes (looking at David)
Jill: Sam? Is she okay? I mean, did
you see her? How did she seem?
Maddie: We're private investigators. Adeline continues (lowering her
I'm Madolyn Hayes, and this is David voice): Look, you're private detec- Maddie (slightly puzzled): She's fine.
Addison. We're from Blue Moon tives, right?
She just thought you might be able to
Investigations. And you are Ms. . . .
give us some information on the
Maddie: Yes.
whereabouts of Richard Modell.
Woman: Madison. Adeline Madison.
Adeline: Are they in some kind of Jill (looks down with a sigh): Oh,
Maddie and David just glance at each trouble?
Rick. So, that's what this is all about.
other.
Do you mind if I smoke?
(Continued on pg. 54)
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Maddie: No, go right ahead.
David: Do you know where Mr.
Modell might be?

Maddie and David both nod at her as
if to say "we know" but do not look
at each other.

time.
Maddie: You said there were debts?

David (somewhat sarcastically): Jill (again somewhat evasive): Look,
Jill (cautiously, as she lights up): Yeah, I can imagine.
I tried to help. But gambling has that
Well, he worked with Sam and me.
effect on some people. They liked to
Actually, he worked with me. He Maddie (giving David a look): Go on, go to Vegas. Ever been to Vegas?
worked
Ms. Davis.
F O R
Although they both nod, Maddie
Sam. We
Jill: Well, after Rick left, and David have different reactions to
even kept D a v i d ( m u m b l e s ) : L o t s we kept in touch. He told the thought of Las Vegas. His
in touch
me about him and Sam, expression is happy, whimsical,
for awhile
as if I didn't already know. while Maddie looks mortified about
after he o f p e o p l e a r o u n d h e r e I guess they kind of just an embarrassing memory.
left. Well,
drifted apart. I even asked
actually,
Sam if it would bother her. Jill continues: It's very seductive to
we . . . N O T h a v i n g a f f a i r s . . .
You know, if Rick and I some people. Sometimes it's the ones
dated. I
started seeing each other. you'd least suspect. Take him. He
d o n ' t
was a great guy. But he liked to
know if
David: And she never party. He'd come in hung over lots of
Sam told you that. Rick dated a lot mentioned her sister?
times. He hid it pretty well. But I
of women. We got involved after he
guess people eventually found out,
and Sam stopped seeing each other. Jill (not answering directly): After and he left suddenly. (She pauses)
I guess some people would call it Sam left, she and I kind of lost conan affair, although I don't usually tact. Rick and I were pretty involved Now, Sam was just the opposite.
have affairs.
by then. But it didn't work out with Always seemed in control, stable.
us either. I
L e v e l
David (mumbles): Lots of people wanted . . .
headed.
around here NOT having affairs...
different I t h i n k w e w e r e j u s t a f l i n g , b u t They were
things, a
like oil and
David (to Sam): Was this before or different
w a t e r.
after he dated Sam's sister? Or maybe life than a w i t h S a m . . . I j u s t t h i n k i t w e n t That's probwhile?
bartender
ably why it
could give
didn’t work.
Jill (more nervous): I don't know me. There d e e p e r w i t h t h e m s o m e h o w . And that's
what you mean.
w e r e
where
I
always
came in.
David and Maddie look at each other debts. . . . T h e y s u r e h a d s o m e t h i n g . . . He
was
wondering how to proceed.
I couldn't
charming. .
take
it.
. . Different
Maddie: Ms. Wally said that her A n d C h e m i s t r y , I t h i n k t h e y c a l l i t . than anyone
sister, Teresa, also dated Mr. Modell. anyway, I
I'd
ever
I think Mr. Addison was just trying always had
d a t e d
to establish a time line.
the feeling
before. But,
that he still
I guess I got
Jill (very nervous now): I don't know cared about her. Hard to describe . what I deserved, after what we did to
about that. But, like I said, Rick . . (She seems to get lost in her Sam. She never let on, but I know it
dated a lot of women. I just know thoughts) I think we were just a hurt her seeing Rick and me together.
about Sam and Rick. I know they fling, but with Sam . . . I just think it
tried to keep it quiet, but everybody went deeper with them somehow.
in the place was talking about it. I They sure had something . . . Chemknow you're thinking that I'm one to istry, I think they call it. But I haven't
talk. But at least I wasn't his boss.
seen either one of them in a long
(Continued on pg. 55)
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Maddie: So you don't know where
he is now?

David: Like I said. This is better
than Days of Our Lives.

Jill: He's probably tending bar somewhere. But mostly what he liked to
do was play. And it's hard to play
on what a bartender makes. I don't
know, but I'd bet he's still here
locally. He had his local hangouts. I
might be able to make a list. He
always had something going on.
That's really all I can tell you.

End of Scene

Maddie: Thank you, Ms. Davis.
Would you mind leaving us a list
along with your address and phone
number, in case we have any other
questions?

Scene begins in Maddie's office.
She is on the phone.

Jill (hesitantly): If you insist. But I
don't know anything else.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
COMMERCIAL BREAK

careless. (Immediately regretting
she used that word since it seemed a
perfect opening for David. But he
let it go).
Maddie: You know, we never asked
Sam where she's working now. I
mean, she said she left her job, and
we never asked her where she went.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
ACT IV

Maddie (on the phone): Thank you,
Ms. Wally . . . Sam. I'm sorry we
didn't get this information while you
were here. We just need it to complete our client file. We'll keep you
updated on our progress. Good-bye.

David: Well, we didn't get much of
a chance. She scampered out of here
pretty quick. So, what's the point?
Maddie: So, it's standard employment information we get for all our
clients. I don't know why it never
occurred to me that it might be relevant here.
David: Is it?

She retrieves her wallet from her
Maddie: I don't know. But, I just
purse and jots her name and number David walks in the office and Maddie called her and got the name of the
along with a short list of bars and hangs up.
restaurant where she's working now.
hangouts, on a slip of paper.
I think we should at least
While her wallet is unfolded on
check the work record.
her lap, Maddie notices a pic- I g u e s s I ' m t i r e d o r j u s t c a r e l e s s . Just good detecting,
ture of a baby inside.
right?
Maddie: What a beautiful ( I m m e d i a t e l y r e g r e t t i n g s h e u s e d David: And what is it
baby.
you're looking for, Detective Hayes?
Jill (quickly closes the wallet t h a t w o r d s i n c e i t s e e m e d a p e r f e c t
and places it back in her
Maddie: I don't know.
purse): Yes, she is. Thank you.
Maybe Richard Modell?

opening for David. But he let it go).

Jill rises to leave.
David: Is that your baby?
Jill: Yes. (Then handing the slip of
paper to Maddie) I really need to be
going. Good day, Ms. Hayes, Mr.
Addison.
Maddie (looking at her curiously):
Good day, Ms. Davis.
She leaves David's office, and he
closes the door behind her.

David: Hey, Blondie. I thought we
could start checking out some of the
places on Jill's list. Looks like she's
got local pool halls, bars, pawnshops. There's even a racetrack here.
Start dropping his name around and
see if anything turns up. Wish he'd
just played the lottery. We could go
and pick up the winnings, or at least
the winner, that is. (Pointing to the
phone) What was the jing-a-ling
about?

David (laughs): What is
pregnancy doing to your
brain? Like she said, if it
were that easy, why would she hire
us?
Maddie: I don't know. But, David,
there's just something peculiar about
this case. Everybody's so . . . evasive.
It just doesn't add up. It's just a feeling I have.
David: You mean a "sixth sense?"

Maddie: Well, what do you think?
Maddie: I guess I'm tired or just
(Continued on pg. 56)
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Maddie: Something like that. . . .

David: It better mean a big clue.
This is the fourth act, you know.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Maddie: I have a hunch that . . .
Scene switches to David's Office
Maddie knocks but enters without
waiting for answer. As she does, she
hears Bert and David in mid conversation.

David opens his mouth, but Maddie
jumps in before he can say anything.
Maddie: Yeah, I know. "Sixth

David (walking toward his
office door with his arm
around Bert's shoulder): . . .
So I say, you can never be
too safe, Bert. I mean, rubber
is so, only so reliable. You
spring a leak at the wrong
time, and it can get pretty
chancy. Trust me, always
have a back up or you could
have an accident. (Then
looking at Maddie) Right,
Ms. Hayes?

on how you want to number them.
Maddie (rolling her eyes and ignoring him): David! Where was Sam
for those ten months? The picture in
Jillian's wallet got me thinking.
What if Samantha took a maternity
leave during this "employment
gap?" What if there is no sister? Or
what if there is a sister, but she has
nothing to do with the baby in
question? What if . . .

I once knew a woman . . . slept David: What if we wrap this up
pretty quick? Show's almost
over. And we have an interesting
with two men . . . married a third epilogue regarding Case
number1. (To the Camera) Let
me give you a heads up, if you
. . . got pregnant and didn't tell normally tune out early, you
might want to stick around for
this one.

anybody except an innocent by-

Maddie: David!
Maddie (eyes open wide,
exacerbated): Mr. Addison, standing friend of man number David: Ok. Even if your hunch
may I speak with you priis right, how you going to prove
vately, please?
it? There's still some missing
2, or number 1, depending on how pieces here and unless we can
Bert (nods in agreement):
find the infamous Richard
Thank you, Mr. Addison, sir.
Modell . . .
That certainly is good advice. you want to number them.
I'll replace the spare tire right
There is a knock on David's
away. I certainly wouldn't
office door.
want to risk an accident.
Sense" Right. Enough already.
Agnes (peeks in). There's a man
David: Good boy, Bert. (Then to Maddie continues: Doesn't it seem here to see you.
Maddie as Bert leaves) Ms. Hayes, strange that Samantha, is so interdid you want to see me?
ested in the father of her sister's David: In this episode? We really
baby? Don't you think that Teresa, already have our hands full, and
Maddie (relieved): As a matter of uh, Terry, would want to find him we're kind of running out of time. .
fact, I did. Turns out, there's a ten herself. After all, it's her baby? . . Maybe you can pencil him in for
month gap in Samantha Wally's And it's her money. And Richard . next week . . .
employment record. Ten months! It . . So far, we know he's had relawas ten months between the time tionships with at least two women Maddie: Send him in, please.
she left the place where she worked and he has a baby with a third. . . .
with Richard and Jillian, and time That doesn't sound strange to you? Agnes returns with the man, and
she started where she is now.
closes the door behind her.
David: Not really. I once knew a
David: So?
woman . . . slept with two men . . . He reaches out to shake hands with
married a third . . . got pregnant Maddie, but before he can introMaddie: So . . . Sam . . . Samantha and didn't tell anybody except an duce himself...
didn't mention any gap. What could innocent by-standing friend of man
that mean?
number 2, or number 1, depending
(Continued on pg. 57)
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Maddie: Richard Modell!

tracking down leads and talking to
people, and now here you are.

David: You're timing is great. You
see, we have this epilogue to do and Rick: Sam hired you, didn't she?
...
Jillie told me. She called me today,
so I thought I should come over and
Maddie: You look just like your pic- see you. What did Sam tell you?
ture, Mr. Modell. How did you find
us? What are you doing here? I don't David: She said she's looking to get
even know where to start.
some money back from you. Some
money her sister loaned you.
Rick: I know this is a little out of left
field.
Maddie: And then there's the baby.
(Maddie closes her mouth quickly, as
Maddie: Please sit down. We have if she let something slip.)
a lot to talk about.
Rick: She told you about the baby?
Richard: Ms. Hayes. I see you
already know me. (Then turning to Maddie: You knew about the baby?
David) And Mr. Addison.
Rick: Of course, I knew about the
David just glances at the camera and baby. Jillie told me. In fact, she's
shakes his head.
giving me custody of the baby.
Maddie is struck by how familiar he
looks to her. Maybe it was just the
pictures that Sam gave her, but his
expression seemed very familiar, one
that Maddie would swear that she'd
seen before.

Maddie: Then I'm lost. We're talking
about Terry's baby. How could she
give you custody of Terry's baby?
Rick: What do you mean Terry's
baby?

Rick: Thank you. Jillie told me you Maddie: Sam's sister.
were asking questions about me.
Rick (confused): I don't know what's
David: Jillie?
going on here, but Jillie is Terry, and
Terry is Jillie. Teresa Jillian Wally
Rick: Her real name is Jillian.
Davis. Davis is her married name.
David: Right. We heard. You mean Maddie simultaneously with David:
she knew where you were, and that She's Jillian?
whole story she laid on us was...
David simultaneously with Maddie:
Rick: Bogus.
She's Terry?
David (looking at his watch):
Whoa...whoa...whoa. I know we
need to wrap this case up quick, but
you can't just show up in our office
like this. We're supposed to go out,
drive around in the car looking for
you. . . . I mean, there was no running
around, no chase. . . . Haven't you ever
watched the show before?

. to find you . . .
Maddie: For her sister . . .
David: Who had a baby. . . .
Rick: No. Sam had the baby. I mean
Jillie has the baby, but Sam had the
baby, and now I'm going to have the
baby.
Maddie and David (together): What?
Rick: Sam had the baby. Sam's the
baby's mother. Why would she tell
you it was Jillie's?
Maddie: Well, actually, she told us it
was Terry's but . . . well, never mind.
Why does she use two names?
Rick: I don't know. Maybe it's just a
way to start over. New name. New
start.
David: It didn't strike you a little
weird? A red flag?
Rick: I guess I just didn't think about
it. Maybe I just don't see these little
things in the women I'm involved
with. I guess it's like I've got this
blind spot . . .
Maddie just looks at David.
Maddie: Mr. Modell, why didn't she
tell us she is Sam's sister?
Rick: She wanted to talk to me first.
She didn't know what to do.

Then they look at each other.

Maddie: When she was here, I
noticed the picture of her baby in her
wallet.

Maddie and David together (remembering the picture in Jill's wallet):
The baby!!

Rick: She told you that was her
baby? She said she's the baby's
mother?

David (holding his head): This is
too much.

Maddie: Yes, she did.

David continues: Hold the phone.
Maddie: David! Mr. Modell, we Hold the PHONE. Sam was the one
were hired to find you. We've been who told us to talk to Jill . . . Jillie . .

Rick: But, she told me that Sam is the
baby's mother.
(Continued on pg. 58)
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Maddie: Mr. Modell, Sam did say
that her sister is the baby's mother.
But she really seemed more interested in some money her sister
loaned you. Something about
paying off gambling debts . . .
Rick: What? I'm no gambler. Sure,
I like Vegas. I play the slot
machines, black jack. I even like to
play poker. But nothing serious. . .
And I'm not the one in debt.
Maddie: Sam also said you played
a little hard. . . . She made you sound
kind of . . . wild. Even Jill talked
about Las Vegas.

that's why I've always called her
Jill, or Jillie. I never even knew they
were sisters. I mean Sam was the
boss. How would it look if people
knew she had her sister working for
her? Jillie always worked the early
shift, so I only saw her a couple of
times in passing. I guess it had been
over with Sam and me for awhile.
It's just that neither of us really
admitted it up until then. Jillie was
just there at the right time, and things
happened with us. I guess you could
say we had an affair.

myself. But, I was living in a little
cracker box, working nights. I was
hardly making it myself, and I sure
couldn't take care of a baby, so I
knew she was better off with Jillie.
Maddie: So, the baby is Sam's.
(Maddie hated the way that sounded
as soon as she said it.)

Rick: Well, all this time I thought so.
But now you're saying that Sam told
you that the baby is Jillie's. And
then Jillie comes in claiming it's
hers. So, I’m not sure of anything
David: But I bet you're not the type right now. I mean, I didn't see either
that normally has affairs.
of them for months.

Rick: Ok. So I played a little hard. Rick: No, I'm not.
David: Let me get this straight.
But what's wild to Sam is not
You're telling us that you
necessarily wild to most
have a baby, and you don't
normal people, ok? Anyway, Did you tell them about the time we know who the mother is?
what's wrong with having fun
(Putting his hands over his
on the weekend? Kicking
face, and mumbling) Okay,
back. But irresponsible? She's g o t m a r r i e d t h e r e o n a w h i m ?
that's all, folks . . .
one to talk.
Before Rick can respond,
Maddie: What you mean by D a v i d l o o k s a t M a d d i e .
there is a knock on David's
that?
door. Agnes looks in.
Rick: You met Sam, right?
She looks so sophisticated, together,
independent. But, believe me, she
can be irrational, neurotic, and, even
. . . irresponsible. Even so, I wanted
to marry her a long time ago. But
she just wouldn't commit. I guess
I'm not exactly what she envisioned
herself ending up with.
At that, David looks at Maddie, and
Maddie looks away.
Rick: Things with me and Sam were
never easy. Very passionate, but
very volatile. And always loud.
Sam's so sexy . . . so gorgeous. But
she can be so . . . uptight. Things
with us were kind of up in the air.
Then I met her sister. Her family
called her Terry. It took me a few
minutes, but then I realized that it
was Jill, from the restaurant. So

David (under his breath): Right.

Agnes: I'm sorry to interrupt, Ms. Wally is here to see you.

Rick: But it was hard with all three
of us being there together, so I
decided I had to leave. I went to
Vegas, got a job there, tending bar.

David (looking at his watch): Good.
We're really need to get this one in
the can. Show her in her, please,
Agnes.

Rick continues: I didn't hear from
either of them for the longest time.
Then, one day, a few months later,
Jillie called me. She found me
through a mutual friend. She told me
Sam had a baby, and took off. She
wanted to know if I'd heard from
her. Jillie had custody of the baby.
She even sent me some pictures of
her. I don't know who she looked
like, but she was just beautiful. Jillie
asked me not to come, not even to
call, because of her husband. I figured the baby was mine, and I
would have loved to raise her

Agnes shows Sam in, and closes the
door behind her again.
Sam: Ms. Hayes. Mr. Addison.
Rick. You are here . . . We need to
talk.
Rick: How'd you find me?

(Continued on pg. 59)
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Sam (to Rick): Terry told me you
were here. She told me they were
asking questions, and she told me
she's giving you the baby.

overseas, so I had to figure out where
to go. When Terry told her that she
and Rick broke up, I decided to tell
Terry everything. She convinced
me to bring the baby back to stay
David: Well, maybe you could tell us with her. I knew she had problems of
a few things.
her own, but my options were bad.

sure wasn't going to help her support my baby. And there were also
the gambling debts . . .
David (looking at Rick): You told
us you weren't a gambler, and that
you weren't in debt.

Sam: Look, you found Rick for me, Maddie: Did you try to contact Sam: But I was. We used to go to
and that's what I asked you to do. Rick?
Vegas. Boy, we liked to party.
As far as you're concerned the case
(Looking at Rick) Sometimes he'd
is closed.
come to work looking like death
warmed over.
Maddie: Sam, we didn't find D a v i d : Y o u w e r e n ' t o n a
him. He found us. Your
Maddie looks at David.
sister told him we were
looking for him. Why didn't t r a i n , w e r e y o u ?
Sam: But, me? I didn't know when to
you just call your sister
stop. That's when the trouble started.
yourself?
Vegas can make you do things you
Sam: No, it was a bus, why?
never thought you'd do. Did you
Sam: And who would I call?
tell them about the time we got marYou know, she's not Teresa
ried there on a whim?
Wally anymore. And she's D a v i d : N e v e r m i n d .
not Jill Davis anymore. She
David looks at Maddie.
left that name behind at the
place where we all worked
Rick: It was spontaneous. When we
together. Besides, I couldn't show my Sam: Not then. Because I knew got back to LA, she just flipped out
face there again. She's not even that would hurt Terry too much. It on me. She just wasn't ready. So, we
Agnes Pawn anymore.
was a fling for him, but she was got it annulled. We tried to stay
really hurt when he left. She got friends, but it just didn't work out.
David and Maddie (together): Agnes married on the rebound. She and her That's when I met Jillie. And, I think
Pawn?
husband were already having prob- you know the rest. I sure didn't know
lems, but they were trying to make it she was pregnant.
Sam: Believe me, I checked. I work. I was afraid that having Rick
decided to hire a detective. And around would have been too much on Sam: So, there I am. Single. Pregeven if I did find her, she wasn't her. In fact, they're separated now, nant. In debt. After the baby was
going to just hand over the baby. which is probably for the best. If born, we stayed with Terry for
She thought I was too irresponsible they stayed together, I'm afraid she'd awhile. But having us there really put
to have her. And for a long time, kill him. Terry only married him for a strain on their marriage. I had to
she was right. I knew if I had any his money. But at least, they gave my get away. She convinced me to leave
hope of getting my daughter, I'd daughter a home. Besides, I didn't the baby with her. It was a hard
have to find Rick. And hope that want Rick to feel obligated to us, thing to do, but I couldn't take care
maybe he could lead me to Terry just because of the baby, so I never of a baby. She was married, albeit,
and the baby.
told him.
not happily. But she was more stable
than I was. So, I left.
Sam continues: You see, a little while David: But what is this about money
after Terry got involved with Rick, I this morning? Was that all just a song Maddie: Where'd you go?
found out I was pregnant. I didn't and dance?
tell anyone. I went back east, stayed
Sam: Well, for awhile, back to
with my cousin for awhile, and had Sam: Believe me, I needed money. Vegas. I just drifted. Then I was
the baby there. I even made her I was sending Terry money to help
promise not to tell anyone in the with the baby when I could. Once
family. But she was taking a job she and her husband separated, he
(Continued on pg. 60)
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coming back to LA one time, after I'd
just lost my shirt one weekend, and
I met this guy.
David: You weren't on a train, were
you?
Sam: No, it was a bus, why?
David: Never mind.
Sam: Anyway, I got talking to this
guy. A nice little guy. Kind of
scruffy. His name was Herb.

was ashamed to admit I'd been so
irresponsible. I mean, look at me. I
like to think I'm an independent,
modern woman, right? I always
accused him of being irresponsible.
It's kind of ironic that he was the
one ready to commit, and I was the
one who handed over our baby and
took off. But Terry knows I'm ready
now, and she trusts Rick. So that's
why she's going to let him have custody. (Looking at Rick) I just hope
he'll have me, too.

Sam: Well, Congratulations. And,
again, I'm sorry for all the trouble we
caused you.

Rick: You bet I will.

They shake hands all around. As the
door closes behind them, Maddie
and David just look at each other
and shake their heads in disbelief.

David: All's well that ends well.
We may even start to specialize in
reuniting families.
Rick: I have a feeling that there will
always be a market for happy endings.
Maddie glances at Rick's face, and
could swear she catches a smirk.

David and Maddie together: Herb?

They embrace.

Sam: Yeah. We talked the whole
way home that trip. And boy, could
that man talk! He convinced me
that what's important is your family.
So, when I got back, I decided to
get my life together. Got a new job.
Got my own place. But what I really
wanted was my baby back. Terry
didn't think I was ready. She wanted
to keep her. She even hid her from
me, which she thought was for the
baby's own good. She's changed her
name a few times. Every time she
"starts over." But it sure made it
harder to find her. So, I came to
you. I don't hold a grudge. She's
helped me a lot over the years. Gave
me a lot of money. Took care of my
baby for me when I couldn't. She
thought she was looking out for the
baby. She was right not to just hand
her over to me. You see, I have this
tendency to run and hide when things
get too hard for me to handle.

Sam: Well, we really need to go see
our daughter. Mr. Addison. Ms.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Hayes. Thank you for everything.
I'm just sorry that I wasn't com- EPILOGUE
pletely honest when I first came to
you.

David looks at Maddie.
Maddie: But, Sam. Why not just
tell us from the very beginning that
you were looking for your sister and
your baby?
Sam: Well, for one thing, I really was
looking for Rick. He really is her
father. And maybe deep down, I
know that Terry has been more of a
mother to her than I have. I guess I

Maddie: I'm just glad everything In Maddie's Office. It is starting to
came out all right.
get dark, and her office is dim.
Sam and Rick get up to leave the David peeks inside the door of her
Blue Moon Office. Maddie and office, and sees Maddie laying on the
David escort them to the door.
couch, just starting to wake up.
Maddie: By the way, what's your David (softly): Hey. How ya doing?
daughter's name?
Maddie (confused, not fully awake):
Rick (smiling): Annie. She's a doll. Hi. Tired. (hands on her stomach
and trying to get comfortable) And
Maddie (an odd feeling comes over I'm starting to feel like I'm carryher): That's a pretty name.
ing around a bowling ball. (As she
starts to wake up, she realizes there
Sam: She's named after my cousin. is a blanket over her) Hey, it's getI don't know what I would have done ting dark outside. How long did I
without her. I hope that Rick can sleep?
meet her one day. Well, thank you,
Ms. Hayes, Mr. Addison. Good luck David (looking at his watch): Oh,
to you both. (She glances at I'd say close to six hours. Checked
Maddie's stomach.)
on you all afternoon, but you never
budged. Although I guess it must be
Rick (looking at Maddie): I see you hard to do much tossing and turning
two are . . . (He then stops, embar- with a bowling ball under your dress.
rassed) I mean . . .
I just tucked you in and let you sleep.
Maddie: Yes! (Nodding towards
David) We are!
(Continued on pg. 62)
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Maddie (sits upright, fully awake
now and alarmed): SIX HOURS?
I slept for six hours? David! We
had an appointment with a client at
noon. And I'm behind on so much
work. I . . .

David: So, now what? When do we
set up housekeeping?

David: Don't worry. I told you. . .
. Let me worry about your behind.
(Smiles at her) And I met with the
client.

David: You know, Maddie, the
whole time you were in Chicago, I
didn't know if the baby was mine . .
. didn't even know if you were ever
coming back . . . and now . . . Look,
we love each other, right? And we're
going to have a baby. Can't we just
own up to it? You'd sleep a lot better
...

Maddie (smiles at him, embarrassed): You did?

Maddie: What's safe?
Maddie (looking weary): What? We
don't . . . I mean, now nothing.
David, this doesn't change anything.

David continues:
I did. It wasn't for
us.
A messy Uh-huh We’re all alone. Maddie (sighs): You
paternity case
know, I think today
with
neurotic
was the first time I've
mother, a nitwit I s e n t e v e r b o d y h o m e , really slept since I
father, and a baby
got
back
from
in the middle. So, c l o s e d u p s h o p e a r l y . Chicago.
I made an executive decision, and
David: Maybe that's
turned it down.
because you've spent
the last few months in denial, which
Maddie (vaguely remembering her made us both miserable.
dream and trying to clear her head):
What? David . . . We did take that Maddie just looks at him without
case. . . . We just solved it, and . . . responding.
Ugh. David, I just had this weird
dream and . . . never mind.
David: Maddie, I told you a long
time ago that I love you. Way before
David: Ok, no more pickles and ice we knew about the baby. And I just
cream for you. You know we always want us to be together. Especially
run into trouble when you start now. Hell, that's what I've always
dreaming. . . . But, speaking of pick- wanted. It just took me two years to
les and ice cream . . . we never did admit it.
get back to what we were discussing
when you first got in today. The Maddie (still uncertain but softenday kind of got away from us.
ing): David, I don't want you to
feel obligated just because of the
Maddie: Sorry about that. I guess baby.
I've had a lot on my mind.
David: Of course, I'm obligated.
Maddie, getting her bearings back, But, Maddie, I want you. The baby's
just looks up at him, resigned to the just a bonus. . . . I've been betting on
fact that she can't keep avoiding us all along. Even when the odds
this conversation with him. He sits didn't look good.
down beside her on the couch.
Maddie (still vaguely remembering
David: So . . .
her dream): Are you a gambler?
Maddie: So . . .

say, Maddie?

David: I like safe bets. What do you

David (smirking): Well, nothing,
obviously. . . . But I'm willing to
take my chances on this one.
Maddie (worn down by his charm):
I love you, David.
David: I love you, Maddie.
Maddie (flirty): You know, I really
can't afford to lose any more sleep,
and you do seem to have this effect
on me.
David moves closer to her on the
couch and they kiss, as the Moonlighting Theme quietly plays.
Maddie: Has everyone gone home?
David (kissing her again): Uh-huh.
We're all alone. I sent everybody
home, closed up shop early.
Maddie: I guess we should head
home, too. (Raises her eyebrows)
Your place or mine?
David (surprised): What? You mean
. . . Are you sure you really want
to?
Maddie: Do you? (hands over her
stomach) Even though things have
changed a little since the last time.
David (smirks): What do you think?
But do we really have to wait until
we get home? I mean, we are all
alone . . .
Maddie: You mean here?
David: Uh-huh. We can try out the
new sofa bed . . . What da ya' say?
Of course, I know how you feel
about office behavior.
Maddie (smiles): Right. So, we
better make sure we don't get caught.
(Continued on pg. 62)
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(She glances towards the open door
of her office)

sleeping? As I remember, you slept
all afternoon.

Maddie cringes that Agnes now
knows that David is in her office
with her.

David gets up, closes and locks the
door. Then he goes over and closes
the window blinds. They sit close
together on the couch and start
kissing again. He leans over her
gently.

Maddie: Oh, that's right. So, I
guess we'll have to find something
else to do.

Agnes: Mr. Addison? I didn't know
you were still . . .

David (smiling): I'm sure we'll
think of something.

They hear the door knob nob rattle.

David: So much for setting a good
example.

She lies flat on her back, while he
leans gently over her, their mouths
anxiously searching for each other.
They both remove their remaining
clothes and continue to feel for
each other's bodies. They make love
in the same perfect rhythm that they
have always had in bed together.
Afterwards, they lay close together
under the sheet and kiss gently.
Then she lays her head on his chest.

Maddie: Just don't tell the boss on
me.
They start to kiss more passionately.
David: You still like to be on top?
Maddie (smiles): Not necessarily.
She begins to unbutton his shirt as
he unzips the back of her dress. He
moves carefully around her, so as
not to lay directly on her expanding
belly. She leans in so that she is
almost over him. They separate
just long enough for him to take his
shirt off and for her to peel her dress
off of her shoulders.
Maddie: Well, why don't you do
the honors (looking at the couch)
while I freshen up a bit.
She gets up, holding the front of
her dress up so that it doesn't fall off
her shoulders. As soon as she closes
her bathroom door, he throws the
cushions aside, drags the coffee
table out of the way, and pulls the
bed out. Minutes later she returns,
and lets her dress fall off her shoulders to the floor. They lay down
together on the bed, as close as
Velcro despite her bulging middle.
Maddie: So, have you ever slept
with a pregnant woman?

David: I guess this sets a whole
new standard for office behavior.
Maddie smiles but before she can
respond, there is a knock on the
door. Startled, Maddie and David
both raise their heads up.
Maddie (trying to sound calm):
Yes?
Camera shows Agnes outside the
door.
Agnes: Ms. Hayes? I don't mean to
interrupt, but when I drove by, I
just noticed your car was still here.
Are you okay? Are you still sleeping or . . .
Maddie: No, Ms. Di Pesto. I mean,
yes. We're fine. I mean, I'm fine.
(Looks at David smirking)

Agnes: Ms. Hayes, your door is
locked.
David: What we're working on in
here is highly confidential, Agnes.
Very sensitive. You understand . .
.
Agnes: Yes, Mr. Addison. So, I
guess you won't be needing anything else tonight.
Maddie (smiling at David): No. Ms.
DiPesto. I think we've got it covered. Good night.
Agnes: Good night, Ms. Hayes.
Good night, Mr. Addison.
Maddie and David together: Good
night, Ms. DiPesto.
They disappear together under the
sheets. Then David pops his head up
again.
David (to the camera): I told you to
stay for the epilogue.
He raises his eyebrows with a sly
smile as he disappears under the
sheet again.

EPISODE ENDS

Agnes: You sure? If you're going
to work tonight, I could get you
some dinner or . . .
David: Don't worry, Agnes. Just go
on home to Bert. We're fine.

David: Who said anything about
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The Moonlighting Online Community
Name of Website

Web site address

Moonlighting In The 21st Century

http://www.moonlighting21.com
http://www.geocities.com/blue_moon_agency
http://home.talkcity.com/BoxOfficeBlvd/liesha007/moonlighting.html
http://home.attbi.com/~christinemgraves/index.html
http://moonlighter.homestead.com
http://www.geocities.com/parker29_1999/index.html

Blue Moon Detective Agency
Moonlighting
Moonlighting Madness
Moonlighter
Blue Moon Banter
Moonlighting and SMK
(Moonlighting Central)

http://home.rochester.rr.com/smkmoon/frontpage.htm
http://www.geocities.com/bluemoonagency/

Blue Moon
Moonlighting and Beyond The Bruce Willis Website
Lisa's Moonlighting Page
Arjun Dutt's Moonlighting
Tim's Moonlighting Page
Steph's Moonlighting Page
Adina's Page of Randomness
Moonlighting, On the Web
Tara's Moonlighting Page!
So You Want To Work for Blue Moon
Blue Moonlighting
Moonlighting Always
International Websites
Moonlighting (U.K.)
Moonlighting...In German
German Moonlighting Fan Club
Moonlighting.De, AKA The Model and
the Detective (in German)
Moonlighting - "Luz de Luna"

http://www.angelfire.com/stars3/brucewillis/index.html
http://members.aol.com/edncapwell/Moonlighting.htm
http://www2.elen.utah.edu/~arjun/moon.htm
http://www.timstvshowcase.com/moonlite.html
http://www.geocities.com/greasegirl86/Moonlighting.html
http://www.geocities.com/bluemoondetective/
http://people.ne.mediaone.net/dianedemelo/moonlighting.html
http://members.tripod.com/80stuff/
http://www.geocities.com/lemonbaby67/
http://ml_obsessed.tripod.com/index.htm
http://moonlighting_always.tripod.com/

http://www.margoo28.btinternet.co.uk/index.htm
http://dasmodelundderschnueffler.privatsite.de/
http://www.fortunecity.de/kraftwerk/bluemchen/4/
http://mitglied.lycos.de/jamemb82/
http://socios.las.es/~jal/tv/moonlighting/

Cybill Shepherd Websites
Cybill’s Official Website
Talk Memphis To Me

http://www.cybill.com
http://www.cybillshepherd.co.uk/

If there are any websites we have overlooked, please email us at:
ceetay@earthlink.net with the website name and web address
and we will add it to our Moonlighting Online Directory.
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